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America has a long tradition of democracy, but 
tradition without actuality is a hollow shell. Today 
we must recreate the actualities of democracy in order 
that the tradition may be maintained. Youth must be 
given opportunit.f to face real challenges in democratic 
living so that they can find their places and test their 
worth in actual life situations. By having opportunities 
to participate with others in vital community activities 
and to contribute their intelligence to the solution of 
community problems, youth will again come to respect the 
worth of individuals, to enjoy the sharing of common inter-
ests and concerns, and to believe that the problems of 
modern life can be solved b,y the application of intelligence. 
Only thus can thi ideals of American Democracy be achieved 
and maintained. · 
I Quillen, James, "Utilization of Community Resources," chapter 
titled "Education for Democratic Living" Ninth Yearbook, edited by 
Ruth West, National Council for the Social Studies, Washington, D.C., 
193e, p. 11. 
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PART I 
HISTORY OF STUDENT LEGISLATURE 
History l 
Student Legislature has become an annual event in the State of 
Maine. It is a practical illustration of what has been learned in 
the social studies classes of the process of government and the needs 
of the State of Maine. Ideal education is a combb1ation of learning 
and doing, of theory and practice. Using the community resources and 
the State House as a laboratory; many fine young people of Maine have 
gained a wide knowledge of Maine resources and state government. Stu-
dent Legislature has given the young participants a new interest in 
public affairs and an added incentive to equip themselves for careers 
of responsibilities and usefulness. 
Student Legislature is no mere child's play. Many hours of care-
ful planning are required by the Director and the planning committee 
consisting of students, teachers, resource persons and the Secretary 
of the Maine Teachers Association to prepare for each annual Student 
Legislature. Moreover in the social studies class rooms teachers 
and students have vitalized their daily work by using the subjects 
to be discussed at Student Legislature as units of work. This is a 
program requiring constant alertness to the current problems of Maine. 
No greater guarantee of "the preservation of great and precious right 
is there than through education and participation. :when the people 
1 
are well-informed they can be trusted with their own gove~ment.n -
ltrom- aletter-of Thomas Jefferson 1789 to Thomas Paine. 
History 2 
1 
Model Legislatures were first founded in New York in 1936. 
Since then the movement has spread from state to state. Over 200,000 
members of the Hi-Y clubs and more recently the high school students 
under the leadership of the social studies department have participated. 
The first Hi-Y Model Legislature began under the leadership of 
2 
Clement A. Duran a veteran worker in the Young Men's Christian Associ-
ation. Today he spends the greater part of his time touring the country 
2 
and assisting in organizing model legislatures for Hi-Y clubs. 
Realizing the potential values of Student Legislatures, the Young 
Men 1 s Christian Association held its first Model Legislature in Maine 
in 1943. 
Maine waited three years before another model legislature was 
held. Then in the spring of 1946 Clinton Thurlow, president of the 
Social Studies Department of the Maine Teachers Association, called 
together a representative group of social studies teachers at the 
headquarters of the Maine Teachers Association in Augusta. With the 
able assistance of Clyde Russell, executive secretary of the Maine 
Teachers Association, a lively discussion was carried on to see what 
could be done about the lack of emphasis and interest given to the 
problems of the State of Maine in the social studies classes of Maine's 
secondary schools. 11The result was a representative student legislature 
1 Desmond, Thomas c., "Seeded for Leadership, 11 condensed from Liberty, 
Reader's Digest, April, 1948, page 31. 
2 Ibid., page 31. 
2 
History 3 
under the direction of the Social Studies Departn1ent of the Maine 
Teachers Association that met in November 1946 at the halls of the 
1 
capitol in Augusta." 
Since then both the Soc i al Studies Department of t he Maine T a c hers ' 
Association a nd the Young Men ' s Christian Association of :1-faine hav e con-
ducted model legislatures annu8,lly. The Hi -Y Legisleture lPys p rticula r 
stress on procedure and on the training and prepa ration of young men e~d 
women for mora l a.nd politi c;:;,l l e adersh i p , wherees the Student Legislature 
stre~se s intensive study i n a fe-vr subj ect s cgrefully selec ted by the 
planning committee, and the a c q_uisi tion of knoi·:ledge needed by the a verage 
voting cit i zen i n o rder to unders t snd the everyd"y p r oblems of s tate govern 
ment . 
The American Legion has ext~nded model l egi s l a tures to a week . Each 
summer they sponsor a Boy and Girl State which provide s a week of Govern-
ment a l tra ining for a select ed g roup of t hird year high s chool students. 
The a ct ivities of the week cover Town and City Governm(jnt , County Govern-
ment , the e l ec tion of officers of Town a nd City Government s , end County 
Governments , t he el ect i on of Gove rnor and a. Legi s l a ture . Ueetings of the 
Legi s l a ture take up three d ays of the week . The Adjutent of a ny Sta te 
Ameri ca n Legion has ma teri F.J l on Boy and Girl Sta t e . I n Maine , t h pre s ent 
Adjutant is J ames L. Boyle, Esq_. , i'laterville , Maine. 
1 Thurlow, Clinton, "The First Maine Student Legislature, n ~ England 
Social §tudies Bulletin, May, 1947. 
3 
In 1948 the Rhode I sltmd Social Studies Teachers' Orgr-:nization con-
duct ed its first Student Legislature . They were assisted by the Providence 
Journe,l which sponsored it . In that year , the Massa.chusetts Civic Le~t~e 
sponsored its first Good Government Day . It was the writer ' s privilege 
to attend both functions a t the respective state Cftpitols as an invited 
guest. Each activity h?.d its distinct merits and its pf' culiar values. It 
is interesting to note that each year f inds the act ivity improved in organ-
ize.tion, · procedure , end achievement . Hundreds of boys and girls have been 
g iven t he oppo rtunity to develop leadership a nd t o learn 2bout l aw making 
from direct experience . 
The writer of this thesis h8.s been closely associated with Student 
Legisl.::-·tur · sponsored by the Social Studies Department of t he lv1aine 
Te~_chers Associ a tion since its beginning , and hEJ.s continued tha t inter est . 
The writer has observed tr~t there is too much lip service given to 
Civic Education. Many schools continue t o turn out gra.duates who know 
~ery little of the theory and practice of their state .governments . 
The se ere not the intelligent voting ci tizans of tomorrot.,r. These are 
the students v1 ho are totally unfit ted to assume their rights of r espon;.. 
s i ble citizenship . A school that fails to enroll in Student Legislature 
has closed the cloor to a rich opportunity for la,boratory experience in 
preparation for an enlightened citizenry. 
True , it is ' not to b e claimed that a single d.a.y will give Maine 
students a full and complete understanding of goverTl_ment, but it '"ill 
give them an exc ellent opportunity to become better informed , al ert 
citizens, and it will kindle an interest to search for the truth. 
4 
Through s tudy units of taxat ion., conserva tion, public safety and other 
subjects sel ected by the p lanning committee a ll s tudEmts of the soci&i 
studies classes learn of the :potenti a.! \'leal th of their state and of 
their precious rights to enjoy Maine through wise legislat ion which 
safeguards the policy of the p eo ple of the state t hrough written l a\'IS . 
11 In t he 128 Jrears of statehood t h i s i s the most pro gressive and 
inclusive educational project ever undertaken by education \'Thich offers 
an opportunity for every secondary school in !•1aine to pe.rticipate and 
to benefi t from preparation. 111 
1 
:Brown, Gra ce Taylor, 11 Student Legisl atures, 11 Maine Tea chers Di ge st , 
March , 1948 , p . 163. 
5 
Purpose 
Democracy stands with its back against the wall 
with America the only remaining significant outpost of 
this way of life. Having become the determining agent, 
holding the reins which shall determine the degree and 
length of relative peace, it is not too much to say that 
the judgments made and the policies formulated in our 
legislative bodies during the coming year may determi~e 
the course of events for the next one hundred years. 
The Student Legislature furnishes a laboratory experience in the 
mechanisms through which a state governs itself. It goes deeper in 
furnishing experiences having to do with making decisions based upon 
the types of judgments made by free individuals coming together in 
open assembly to determine 'What are fairest and most representative 
points upon which agreement may be reached through consensus of opinion. 
Democracy is a process which must be learned and earned by each 
succeeding generation. 
1 Personal letter from Ermo Houston Scott, Deputy of Education, 
Commissioner in Che.rge of Teaching Service, Augusta, Maine, December 
8, 1948. 
========1p===============-=~~==========================~~~.~· ---------
6 
The preparation of a stereotyped manual for s. Student Legislature 
is neither expedient or desirable. This is true for two reasons. In 
the first place, a model legislature follows the procedure of the state 
in which it is located so that many practices necessary in one state 
would be impractical in another. Secondly, the planning committee for 
Student Legislature should be given the freedom to organize a Student 
Legislature to suit the particular needs of the time allotted to the 
event. Thus like the State of Maine Legislature, 11 the branches of every 
legislature provide their own rules under which deliberations proceed 
and in addition to these there are joint rules governing matters affecting 
both branches of the legislature taken together." 1 
Therefore this manual is planned so as to be flexible and easily 
modified to suit the particular needs of the schools of the state interest-
ed. It has also been prepared primarily for those high school students 
who have been elected to serve as senators, representatives and other 
state officials at the Student Legislature in the State of Maine. It 
does not purport to be static or complete. It has but one purpose which 
is to be a useful guide to students and teachers in the successful 
organization, planning, and execution of a very worth-while activity, 
the Student Legislature. 
1 Coigne, Armand B., L.L.M., Structure of Legislatures, Rules -
Statute Making, p. 93. 
7 
PART II 
AI DS TO THE DIRECTOR OF STUDENT LEGI SLATURE 
So You're the Director of Student Legislature 
"Experience is a venture which requires us to commit ourselves 
to it with our whole being. 111 Good leadership demands the continuance 
of opportuD.ities for boys and girls to gain valuable experience in 
active citizenShip. 
1c.G. Jung, Modern Man ~ Search of a~. New York, Harcourt, 
:Brace and Comp~. 1933, P• 261. 
9 
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Duties of Director 
Note: This information is of interest to the Director and Planning 
Committee of Student Legislature. 
Organizing and administering a Student Legislature involves the 
following details: 
l. Arrange with the Secretary of the Maine Teachers Association 
for a convenient day on which to hold the first Planning Committee 
Meeti ng. 
2. Make the annou..'lcement of a Student Legislature in the Haine 
Teachers Digest. 
3. Send letters to schools requesting the school to send a 
volunteer student and social studies teacher to the Planning Committee 
Meeting. Select a certain representative number of schools. 
4. Arrange for legislative experts and resource persons to 
attend the Planning Committee meeting to advise. 
5. A program may also be planned. 
6. At tl1e Planning Meeting, select subjects for study; appoint 
committees to assist. See page Instruct in procedure. Decide 
on the length of session of Student Legislature a...'ld the date and other 
matters th&t might come before the meeting. 
7. Make an am10uncement to schools on plans of the Planning Com-
mittee. Ask schools to submit material they consider of value to the 
Director. 
8. Director collect, brief, and distribute materials on subjects 
~-=---:=.__~- ======= ---------------
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selected to individual schools. 
9 . However, the committee may vote to leave preparation of 
materials up to each school. 
10 . Set up a calendar of events leading to Student Legislature 
with exact dates. Announce the date to the schools . 
11 . Req_uest for the use of the State Rous e, rooms for Committee 
Hearings , and cafeteria for noon lunch. 
12. Req_uest for attendance of Governor and as many state offici al s 
as are thought necessary. 
13. Send announcements to schools stating that nomination for 
election of Gov rnor are open. 
14. State closing date of nominations. 
15 . Enclose a return entry blank for the use of the candidate to 
announce his gub~rnatori$.1 candidacy . 
16. Announce closing date for entrance of s chools. 
17 . Prepare alphabetical list of schools enrolled. 
18. Distribute this list to schools so that they may arrange for 
group forums, and assembly programs. 
19. Assign the number of representatives each scr~ol may hav~. 
Note : This is entirely dependent upon the number enrolled. The total 
number of representatives must not exceed 151 a nd the total number of 
senators must not exceed 33 · 
20. Assign selected schools a senator . As there are usually mor 
schools enrolled than seats in the Senate, schools take turns in nro-
11 
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viding a senator from year to year. 
21. Assign schools the task of providing a Chairman for Committee 
Hearings. 
22. Assign faculty advisors to Cornnittee Hearings. 
23. Upon receipt of the names of representatives ~~d senators 
enrolled, make two seating plans for each house. 
24. Assign official positions to students and send material 
stating duties. 
25. Send instructions on writing bills to schools. 
26. Announce a closing date for receiving the bills. 
27. Arrange program for Student Legislature Day. 
28. Check on possible attendance of Governor. 
29. Secure speaker for brief challenging closing remarks at 
afternoon session. 
30. Select members to wait on the Student Governor in the 
Ceremonial Parade. 
31. Secure from Development Commission souvenirs of ~fuine such 
as Maine State Song for distribution. 
32. Arrange for a picture of group with local photographer and 
also invite the Press. 
33. Secure a chapla~1 for opening session. A clergyman who is a 
parent of a student attending Student Legislature is a suggestion. 
34. If regular PresidLDg Officers are to serve, request them 
at an early date. 
===================-=----
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35. Have bills and programs ready for distribution at opening day. 
36. Keep events moving on schedule. 
37. Visit as many hearings as possible. 
38. Distribute report farms to chairman of Committee Hearings. 
39. Send notes of appreciation to schools and to officials who 
assisted. 
40. Send evaluation blank to schools for evaluation of the Student 
Legislature and suggestions for the next Student Legislature. 
Although the writer has enumerated many of the details of organizing 
and administering Student Legislature, there will be other unexpected 
details. 
1_3 
Committees to Assist the Director 
Not~ : The following information is of interest to Directors of 
Student Legislature and committee members . 
At the first meeting of the student-teacher planning committee 
the following committees may be set up. The chairman of each committee 
is to Me that the duties of the committees are cs,rried out and report 
9rogress to the Director. 
Committee I Subject Matter 
The duty of this committee i~ to supply at least one outline 
of study or unit for each of the subjects chosen for study. See illus-
tration of unit written by the writer for the second Student Legislature 
in Maine . 
Oommi ttee II Arrangements 
The duty of this committee is to arrange for the use of the 
State House , to plan rooms for Committee Hearings, and to make arrange-
ments for the noon meal in the State House Cafeteria. 
Oommi ttee III Legi!lat ion 
It is the duty of this committee to receive proposed bills 
from schools, to whip them into shape and to prepare copies for dis-
tribution for study purposes to all schools enrolled weeks before 
convening of Legislature, It is also the duty to prepare bills for 
the Student Legislature. 
:14 
15 
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Committee IV Election of Governor 
The duty of this committee is (1) · to make announcements to 
schools concerning dates and campaign for Student Governor, (2) to 
receive the personal history and platform letters from candidates, 
(3) to mail abstra.ct containing personal records to all schools partici-
pating in Student Legislature, (4) to distribute ballots to schools, 
(5) to receive return ballots and count the votes, (6} to notify the 
candidate of his election, (7) to make the announcements to the news-
papers of the results of the election. 
Committee V Seating Plan 
The duty of this committee is to prepare two seating plans 
for each house and to receive from all participating schools the names 
and position of the students attending Student Legislature. 
Committee VI Reception Committee 
It is the duty of this comrni ttee to serve as hosts to members 
of Student Legislature and to take charge of the check room. 
Committee VII Registration Committee 
It is the duty of this committee to register officials, 
legislators and lobbyists, to assign seat numbers to members and to 
issue badges of identification to each student. 
----------------==-===-=--========tl===---
The Director may submit to schools enrolled as many of the 
following Rules ofthe Senate as considered necessary. 
Rules of the Senate 
1. The President shall take the chair at the time to which the 
Senate stands adjourned; but in case of his absence at such time, the 
Secretary shall preside until a President pro tempore be chosen. 
2. At the first session of each day, on the appearance of a 
quorum, the journal of the preceding day shall be read; and the Pre-
sident shall ascertain whether a quorum is present before such reading. 
3. "When the President speaks, he shall address the Senate; when 
a senator speaks he shall stand in his place and address the President. 
4. The President, -when he speaks to any member of the Senate, 
and the members, when referring to each other in debate, shall use in 
their addresses the title of senator, and b,y way of distinction name 
the .c.ouri t y in which he resides. 
5. The President shall have the right to name a senator to per-
form the duties of the Chair during his absence; but the substitution 
shall not extend beyond adjournment. 
6. The President shall rise to put a question, and shall declare 
all votes, but if any senator doubt the vote, all those voting in the 
affirmative, when called upon by the President, shall rise and stand 
1_6 
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until they are counted, and also those in the negative, in like manner, 
to make the vote certain. 
7. The President shall consider a motion to adjourn as all·rays 
first in order, and it shall be decided without debate. 
8. When a question is under debate, no motion shall be received 
but- {l) to adjourn, (2) to reconsider, (3) to lay on 'the table, (4) 
to postpone to a day certain, (5) to commit, (6) to amend, {7) to post-
pone indefL~itely; ~ich several motions shall have precedence in the 
order in which they stand arranged. 
Questions of Concurrence or otherwise with the House shall 
have precedence of each other in the following order: 
lst To recede 
2nd To concur 
Jrd To insist 
4th To adhere 
A motion to adjourn shall always be first in order, and shall be 
decided without debate. 
9. No senator shall address the Senate until recognized b,y the 
President, nor more than once to the exclusion of any other senator, 
\fithout leave of the Senate, if objection is made, unless he be the 
mover of the matter under debate, and not then more than three times 
without leave. 
1.7 
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10. An amendment proposed may be amended before it is adopted, 
but not afterwards; unless the vote adopting it be first considered, 
and no senator shall be competent to move any reconsideration unless 
he voted with the majority and upon the same or a succeeding day; and 
a motion to reconsider any vote shall not be laid upon the table unless 
a time shall be specially assigned for its consideration. 
11. A motion to reconsider shall take precedence of all other 
questions except a motion to adjourn, but if made while another ques-
tion is pending, it shall not be put until the other question is dis-
posed of, but simply entered. 
12. Questions of order shall be decided by the President without 
debate; but if an appeal is taken, the same may be debated like otl1er 
questions, and the decision thereon shall be entered in the journal. 
13. A question containing two or more propositions capable of 
division shall be divided whenever desired by any member. 
14. After the reading of the journal, the following shall be the 
order of business: 
15. House papers not acted upon, and if accompanied by a bill or 
resolve, the first reading of such bill or resolve. 
16. Messages and documents from the executive and heads of depart-
ment. 
Rules of the Senate 4 
17. The reception and reference of petitions and such o~~er papers 
as require action b,y a committee. 
18. Orders. 
19. -Bills and Resolves printed under joint rules. 
20. Reports of committees. 
21. Orders of the day. 
22. Bills on their passage to be enacted, and resolves on their 
final passage. 
23. When the yeas and nays are taken, the names of the senators 
shall be called alphabetically. 
24. After a question is put to vote, no senator shall speak on 
it. Ever,r senator who may be present shall vote unless excused by the 
Senate, or excluded qy interest. 
25. The unfinished business in which the Senate was engaged at 
the time of the last adjournment, shall have precedence in the orders 
of the day. 
26. No engrossed bill or resolve shall be sent to the House with-
out notice thereof being given to the Senate by the President. 
27. Every member who shall present a bill, resolve, or a petition 
~9 
Rules of the Senate 5 
shall place his signature thereon and a brief descriptive title of its 
contents. 
28. No rule shall be dispensed with, except by the consent of 
two-thirds of the members present. 
29. Members of the Senate may exchange seats on consulting the 
President and obtaining his permission. 
30. No member shall absent himself from the Senate without leave, 
unless there be a quorum left present. 
31. All messages from the Senate to the House, and to the Governor, 
or Governor and Council shall be carried by the Secretary, unless the 
Senate shall direct some other mode of transmission, and all papers 
shall be transmitted to the Governor and Council and the House by the 
Secretary or his assistant. 
32. The Senate may at any time, upon motion, by a vote of the 
majority of the members present, resolve itself into a committee of 
I 
the whole for the purpose of considering any subject named in the 
motion; and a chairman shall be appointed by the President. If a 
message is announced while the Senate is in such committee, the Pre-
sident shall resume the Chair for the purpose of receiving it; im-
mediately after which the committee shall proceed, until dissolved 
in the usual manner. 
20 
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33. The rules of parliamentary practice comprised in Reed's 
Rules and Cushings' Law and Practice of Legislative Assemblies, shal+ 
govern the Senate in all cases to which they are applicable, and in 
which they are not L~consistent with the standing rules of the Senate, 
or of the joint rules of the two houses. 
2i 
22 
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House Rules 
Note: This is the House of Representatives Order of Business to 
be modified for Student Legislation whenever necessar,y. 
House Order of Business 
After reading of the Journal, the following shall be the order 
of business: 
1. Senate papers, and first reading of accompanying bills 
and resolves. 
2. Messages and documents from the executive and heads of 
departments. 
3. Receptions of petitions, bills and resolves requiring 
reference to any committee. 
4. Orders. 
5. Report of Committees. 
6. First reading of bills and resolves printed under the rules. 
7. Bills and resolves reported by committee on bills in the 
third reading, and on their passage to be engrossed. 
8. Bills on their passage to be enacted. 
9. Orders of the day. 
When a question is under debate no motion shall be received but -
1. To adjourn 
2. To lay on the table 
3. For the previous question 
4. To coiiiilli t 
23 
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5. To postpone to a day certain 
6. To amend 
7. To postpone indefinitely 
Which several motions shall have precedence in the order in which they 
are arranged. 
Questions of concurrence or otherwise with the Senate shall have 
pr ecedence of each other in the following order: 
1 . To recede 
2. To concur 
3. To insist 
4. To adhere 
Note: The rules of the House are similar to those of the Senate . The 
pri nci pal diff&r ences are as follows: 
1. That the order of business is not exactly the same . 
2 . That in the House , the previous question ie provided for by t he 
rules in order that debate may be cut off . I n the Maine Senate, there is 
no limit on debate . 
J . That in the House, bills are read three times instead of only 
two as in the Senate. Resolves are read twice . 
It i e interesting to note that bills are read three times in the 
House and only twice in the Sena te . The reason for this is a historical 
one. In the early day s of parliamentary bodies the members of the 
House were probably not as well educated as those who sat in the upper 
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body . Many of the membere of the Legislative bodies were unable to read 
or writ e .. It was necessary for the pending legislation to be read to them, 
therefore the several readings. 
"There seems to be a very good reason \'rhy in these. modern times we 
t~~hould prewerve the several readings of Bills and Resolves, to me they 
stand as traffic beacons along the road of enactment, a.nd tend to slow 
up consideration of measures and give members an opportunity, if they 
will take advantage of it , to inform themselves of the contente and 
effect of measures that are going through t he Legisl~ttive mill~ and an 
1 
which they from day to day cast their votes. 11 
1 lion. Harvey Pease, Clerk of tbe House, Address to Planning Committee 
of Student Legislature, 1948. 
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How a Bill Becomes a Law 
The passage of a bill through the branches of the Legislature is 
a highly technical procedure. 
Firet, ea.ch measure ce.rries more th..<tn one number. As \'loon as 
bills are introduced in the Legislature, they are given a "House Paper" 
or 11 SEmate Paper" m.unber, according to which house the bill was intro-
duced . This is represented by a emall number , H.P. __ , or S.P. __ , on 
the bill . Bills which are important upon being printed are given 
11 1 egisla.tive document" numbers; these a re larger numbers in black type 
at the top of the bill-- L.D. Printed bill s always retcin their 
documentary numbers, B~d once a bill i\'1 printed, it ie alwaye referred 
to by its documentary number. Some bill s are not p rinted and given 
an L.D. number until late in the session although they may- :C...a.ve existed 
ae Senate or House papers* A few bills are never nrinted. An example 
is former Governor Baxterrs gift of land to the etate. 
Now in the Maine Ileghla.ture every bill of importance is -orinted, 
unless it be an emergency measure, which goes through without r eference 
to a Committee , and \'lhich h considered after a detailed e:xplanation of 
the need therefor and contents thereof, which is made in both brsches 
of the Legislature. The Joint rule s of the Maine Legislature provide 
that all bills reported by a Committee must be printed, and an Amendment 
adop ted in 1949 provides that the original Bills and New Drafts reported 
by Commi ttees shall be sent to the printer by the Secretary of the 
Senate or Clerk of the Rouse as soon as the Report is received. Houee 
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and Senate rules now provide that Eills shall be print d before they 
are given their second. reading. 
A bill may be introduced in either branch of the legislature . The 
first cons ideration given is the reference to committee; it immedia,tely 
pass s to the other branch of the legislature for like consideration . 
If both branchee agree, the bill is referred to the committee suggested 
by the committee on reference of bills or to some other committe agreed 
by both houees . 
After con~ideration and hear i ng in committee, the bill is returned 
to the branch of its origin; if to the Senate , the following i s the pro -
cedure to whi ch it is subjected; after a vote on the report of the com-
mittee is taken , the bill is given its first and s cond ref:l.dinge. Amend-
ments may be proposed at t his time. If no amendment s are offered , the 
bill is pasged to be engrossed and sent down to the House . If amendments 
are accepted they go along vnth the bill. 
The House firet votes on the a.cce:ptance of the report of the committee 
and gives the bill its first, second, and third readings . Here again the 
bill may be amended. If the House accepts the Senate amendments they be-
come a part of the bill. If the House rejects tt~ Senate amendments, the 
Senate mu t act again on them. 
If no amendments are added, the bill is passed to be engros sed end 
goes to the engroso::ing committee. It i s then returned to the House for 
enactment . If it receives its ene,ctment, it is sent to the Senate where a 
like consideration is given, and if enacted, it is sent to the Governor 
for his eigna.ture. 
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The following headings appear in the Legi!lative Record: 
1 . Fir~t reading of printed bills . (S econd reading in the House 
by title only.) 
2 . Second reading of "Orinted bills. (This heading appee"rs in 
Senate only.) 
J . Passed to be engrossed . 
4. Passed to be enacted. 
5. Finally passed ( thh refers to Resolves.) 
Note: Bills are pa ssed to be enacted, and Resolves finally passed . 
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Suggestions for the Election of the Student Governor 
of Maine 
The election of the Student Governor of Maine presents a problem 
which must be decided by the Director of Student Legislature and the 
Planning Committee well in advance. Prior to 1951 this problem had 
been solved in various ways. 
1. At the first Student Legislature in 1946 the Student Governor, 
Richard Foster of Bar Harbor High School, was elected at the close of 
t.~e morning session. Since this method did not permit the Student 
Governor to become familiar with his required duties or to speak at 
the morning session, it was decided that the Student Governor should 
be elected well in advance of the session of Student Legislature. 
2. From the meeting of the Essex County Principal's Association 
of Massachusetts has come a suggestion: 
n • • • that the names of avery high school, public, 
private, parochial school regardless of size be placed 
in a fish bowl and that the Governor and Constitutional 
officers and Department Heads each draw one of these names. 
The name of the school drawn by His Excellency is then 
charged with electi~g a student who will become the 
Student Governor.n 
In preparation for the second year of Student Legislature in 
1947 directed by Clinton Thurlov of Cony High School, the candidates 
submitted their names to the Director of Student Legislature. A copy 
I Philip K. Allen and Albert West letter to Massachusetts secondary 
schools, April 13, 1950. 
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Election of Governor 2 
of the names of all candidates wa.s mailed to the schools participating. 
No futur hel was given the cp_ndid.ate • They r..ad the :r: eeponsibility of 
making their platform known . This they did by personal vi s i ts to neighbor-
ing school~ and by whatever free publ icity the newspapers of the State of 
Maine gave them. The campaign was actively carri ed on. Ala~ C. Pease of 
Ttli scasset wr...o had a.lret:~dy served i n the 93rd Legielatur as the youngest 
acting Sergeant-at- Arms in legislative history was elected the second 
Student Governor of Maine . 
3. An experiment on the 1 ction of the Student Go vernor waa ca.r i d 
on under the writer ' s direction at the Maine Stud nt Legislature in 1948. 
Any school enroll ed as participating in the Student Legislature was per-
mitted to name a candidat e for Governor. This candidate was required to 
submit a letter stating his personal qualifications and platform to the 
Director of Student Legislature . On a stated da.te , entries for Student 
Governor closed. Shortly after , the Director \d th the help of the office 
facilities of the Maine Teachers Associa.tion mailed to all participat i ng 
schools a copy of the fourteen names submitted as candidatee for Student 
Governor together with copies of the original letters stating pl at form s 
and qualifications . A ballot was also enclosed with the announcement of 
candidate!!! . A dea.dline of one week from the mailing date was permitted 
for the return of the ballots to t he Director . A specimen cop,y of the 
letter stating the pereo na l hi story and pl e,tform of Gordon Mil l iken of 
Cony Hi gh School as it came to the writer may be seen on page 
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Elect ion of Governor J 
Each school regardless of :i. ts size was entitled to six votes . 
Both students and teachers were highly p leased with the result of 
this method of electing the Student Go vernor of Maine . 
In the 1950 Student Legi sl ature directed by Linwood Elliot of Deering 
High School an i mprovement in thi s method was made by limiting the number 
of candidates to the first six names mailed to Mis s Roselle Loveitt of 
South Portland High School by a cer tain date . Letters from the candi dates 
were mail d to Mis e Ro selle Loveit who prepared a brief and mailed this 
extract to all schoole enrolled . See specimen of the brief of Richard 
J on s of Rockl and who became the fourth Student Governor of ¥J.B.in • 
The Student Go vernor eervee until the next seesion of Student 
Legi slature. 
I n 1948 the second Student Governor, Alan C. Pease of Wiscasset , a 
ret i ring Student Governor of Maine, administered the oaths of office to 
both th members of the House and the Senate . This was in a ccordance 
with the Ooneti tutiona1 requirement in ~Iaine and t he cus tom of the 
Maine Legi el ature . Since then thie custom has been carri ed on by the 
Student Legislature . 
30 
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Election of Governor 4 
Sample of Ballot the writer mailed to all schools participating 
i n the 1948 Student Legislature. 
STUDENT LEGISLATURE 
Ballot for Student Governor 
b · Cleon Adams, Dixfield High School 
LJ Joseph Bernard, Bangor High School 
P Theodore Brown, Falmouth High School 
0 Warren Carroll, Berwick Academy 
D Bruce McGurrill, Deering High School 
D Gordon Milliken, Cony High School 
D Ralph Norward, Lincoln Academy 
D Richard Sevey, N. H. Fay High School, 
0 Allan Smith, Farmington High School 
0 Gordon Thompson, Philips High School 
0 James Thorne, Madison High School 
Dexter 
D Warren Wentworth, Kennebun..lc High School 
D Eugene Wing, Kingfield Hig.h. School 
Place in each square the number of votes your school wishes 
to cast for ~~at candidate. The total number of votes to 
which your school is entitled is six. Return to MTA Head-
quarters, 146 State Street, Augusta. .All letters must be 
postmarked not later than November 24. The student governor 
will be notified and an announcement will appear in the 
newspapers November 29. 
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Note: Tnis is a copy of the letter as it came from Gordon Milliken 
in 194S who was elected Student Governor in 194S. 
Gordon Milliken, Cony High School 
Born in Old Orchard, Maine. Transferred to Augusta and_ 
attended the upper grades of Lincoln Grammar School. He received 
the annual American Legion award for all-round excellence. 
Has been prominent in many extra-curricular activities at 
Cony. His work in the field of radio has been phenomenal for a 
student his age level. Proved so good on the local high-school 
show, that he re~eived an audition and subsequent position as 
radio announcer at WRDO, Augusta. 
A fitting climax to his high-school career was his recent 
election as president of the graduating class. Gordon is the 
only active four-letterman in Cony having earned awards in football, 
basebal+, basketball and track. An eye injury put him on the side 
lines in the pigskin parade this year, but he expects to be on hand 
when basketball season rolls around. Gordon is 17, has black hair, 
brown eyes, stands 5'10," and weighs 150. Future ambition: top net-
work announcer. I might add that he is well on the way towards 
achieving this goal. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Milliken, 
Crosby Street, Augusta. 
He is: member of Student Council sophomore year, president of 
seni or class, tapped his junior year as a member of National Honor 
Society, delegate to Dirigo Boys' State, Orono, received trip to 
the National Boys' Forum through his selection as an outstanding 
member of Dirigo Boys' State, president of Latin Club, two-year 
member of the Glee Club, four-letterman in athletics, co-captain 
in football and basketball, radio council a11nouncer. 
Platform: 
1. Advocate a larger appropriation to the Department of 
Forestry to provide for more extensive state forest fire control. 
2. In conjunction with the above, favor repeal of the old 
lavr on the record regarding local consent to state intervention 
into fire control. 
J. Realizing the financial crisis now confronting the 
State of Maine, propose that a joint Sales-Income Tax be levied 
ll====b:v.; the=s~t_ec.=This_=(a.long-=oWit.h s.ta.,.te.=aba:adenment=Of_J;.he preper"'tY'=--==--o; 
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tax leaving all revenue from this source to local communities) 
would distribute the tax burden more fairly among all income 
groups and would provide some $5,000,000 to the localities for 
use at tl1eir own discretion. 
4. In view of the fact that the present Governor's term 
of two years barely allows time for the Governor to set up an 
efficient administration, I favor extension of the gubernatorial 
term to four years. 
5. In view of last year 1 s terrible fire disasters and the 
potential threat in 1948, I feel that some definite steps should 
be taken in the direction of Fire Prevention through forest con-
servation. I have come to the conclusion that present slash lm•s 
are adequate, provided they are enforced. Elimination of slash 
would decrease the potency and likelihood of further fire disasters. 
6 • . I strongly advocate the revision of present high school 
classification laws. We feel that the tmm "Grade-A High School" 
has become synonomous with every secondary school in Maine. The 
term has come to mean little. Stricter standards, more limitations 
according to school facilities are our aims. In this way, we also 
hope to create a goal for which lower bracketted schools may well 
aim. 
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Election of Governor 5 
Note: Richard Jones was elected Governor of the 1950 Student Legislat 
Candidate for Governor 
Information submitted by Miss Roselle Lov~itt 
Personal History 
Name and School: Richard Jones, Senior at Rockland High School 
Early Education and Background: Born October 3, 1931. 
Educated in the public schools of Rockland. Was prominent in all 
activities during his days in grammar school and was elected to 
several offices. In Junior High he was a member of the Student 
Council and Vice-President of the Junior Rubenstein Club. 
High School Activities: Has served on the staff of the 
school paper and has been Master of Ceremonies in a number of shows. 
Is treasurer of the senior class at Rockland High School and business 
manager of the class year book. His efficiency as a business ad-
ministrator is revealed by ~~e fact that he has furthered the finan-
cial status of his class and school. Has played in ~~e school band 
for four years and has participated in intramural basketball and in 
the activities of the debating club. He is a three-star Thespian. 
Interests Outside the School: Is a charter member of the 
Rockland Chapter, Order of De Malay and this year holds the office 
of Master Counsellor. Since his membership, he has held an office 
in this organization. Is a member of the Rockland Booster Club. 
Has been affiliated with the local newspaper for the past two years 
and is an excellent journalist. 
Platform: 
1. Favors repairing present highways and not building new 
turnpikes, thus boosting Maine t s summer tourist trade. Instead 
of sending the tourist around the cities and towns, he would send 
them through them. 
2. Favors property tax over state income tax, leaving the 
amount of tax up to the city government. 
3. The forests of Maine are being sorely afflicted by fires. 
Special drives should be made so that all students and ci"d,() groups 
will be more conscious of an effort to conserve our dwindling forests. 
3 4 
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4. Favors ·the teaching of a course which would prepare a 
student more adequately for securing a job; therefore, courses 
in salesmanship, personal appearance, etc., should be offered. 
Also a course in hygiene instructed b.Y a competent teacher who 
has passed adequate exams. 
L=~--==- =~=====--= -----, 
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Note: How subjects for units of study may be selected by the 
Planning Committee and Director. 
There are many ways for selecting important subjects from which 
proposed legislation may be derived. Problems from every day living 
are excellent sources or situations which need correcting. Defeated 
bills may furnish clues or newspaper editorials. The writer discovered 
a way which has furnished enough subjects for years to come. Early in 
the spring preceding the fall when Student Legislature was to assemble, 
the writer wrote t he following letter to thirty persons in important 
positions of the state. On the list were the Governor of Maine, the 
former Governor, legislative officials, college presidents, heads of 
principal industries of Maine and other interested citizens. From the 
thirty letters mailed there were t hirty prompt replies and letters 
stating mare than sixty suggestions for subjects of study plus an ex-
pression of overwhelming enthusiasm for Student Legislatures! 
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Note: This is a copy of the letter mailed to officials and civic 
minded citizens. 
( Address ) 
Dear Mr. ___ : 
Maine Teachers Association 
146 State Street 
Augusta, Maine 
April 23, 1948 
So enthusiastic were the youth of our Maine secondary schools 
in preparing for and participating in the past two Student Legisla-
tures that the Social Studies Department of the Maine Teachers 
Association has decided to sponsor a Third Annual Student Legisla-
ture in November. 
Success of Student Legislature depends largely upon careful 
long range planning and wisely chosen subjects. The problems of 
democracy become meaningful when our students have the opportunity 
to discuss and maKe bills on the actual vital problems confronting 
our state today. Courses on Maine Government take on new life and 
create new interest in keeping our state progressively and in-
dustrially important. 
Student Legislature has a Legislative Planning Committee com-
posed of students and teachers. This committee, meeting in May, 
would like to have a list of important issues that should come be-
fore the 94th Legislature. From this list they will select two or 
three to prepare units of study and outlines for research study 
prior to the students attendance in Augusta. Your opinion is 
vitally important to us. 
Will you assist this student-teacher Legislative Committee 
by answering the questions on the enclosed page? Your interest 
in the success of our next Student Legislature will be deeply 
appreciated. 
Very truly yours, 
(Mrs.) Grace Taylor Brown 
Director of Third Annual 
Student Legislature 
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Copy of letter to officials 2 
On the second sheet were three following questions which were 
answered and returned to the Director one hundred percent. 
Name: --~(~P=e~r~so~n~r~e~c~e~i~v~i=n~g~l~e~t~t~e=r~)--
Question 1. What new issues ought to e.ome before the 
94th Legislature? 
Question 2. What defeated bills of the past ought to 
be revised and reconsidered? 
Question c. Other suggestions? 
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Note: This is a representative reply in answer to the survey letter. 
Residence, Dial 2-4924 
Mrs. Grace T. Brown 
Nathaniel M. Haskell 
Attorney at Law 
April 24th, 1948 
Director, Third Annual Student Legislature 
Maine Teachers• Association 
146 State Street 
Augusta, Maine 
Des.r Mrs. Brown:-
Office, Dial 3-4611 
97 Exchange Street 
Suite 302 
Portland 3, Maine 
~nk you most kindly for your letter of the 22nd of 
April, relative to the Third Annual Student Legislature, to 
be held in November of this year. 
I am happy, as a member of the Legislature, to answer 
the questions asked of me in your enclosure. I do not know, 
of course, whether my answers will in any way be helpful to 
you and your committee, but you have asked them of me, and I 
have answered them to the best of my ability. 
Your Student Legislatures are, I am sure, a source of not 
only real interest, but a means of accomplishing a real service. 
I rather think that at times our future citizens now in school, 
have a better idea of the problems of state government, than do 
their elders in some respects. I am sure that your committee in 
sponsoring the Student Legislature are aiding our young people 
to learn even more about these important problems. 
I am happy to cooperate with you in this small way, and 
hope that your coming session may be a successful one, in all 
respects. 
Very truly yours, 
(Signed) 
Nathaniel M. Haskell 
NJ:AB 
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Replies to Survey Letter 
Note: These replies contain suggestions useful for many future 
legislations. 
Replies to Survey Letter to Public Officials 
on Subjects for Proposed Legislation at Student 
Legislature 
Taxation 
l. Revision of present tax system. Relieve burden of 
property tax. 
2. Survey of Maine School Lands 
3. Adopt a Sales Tax 
4. Continuance of additional 2 ~ gas tax 
5. Adopt a combination of Sales-Income Tax 
6. Adopt an Income Tax 
7. Repeal minimum tax of $5 Excise Tax on motor vehicles. 
Change to $2. 
8. Study of State Police Program. Quote: 
At present time 90% money expended by Sts.te 
Police comes .from highway or gasoline tax money. 
10% from general fund of state. Constitution states 
we cannot spend highway funds for anything but highway 
purpose. The question is this: Does the State Police 
spend 90% of their effort in policing public highway 
and only 10% in enforcement of general criminal laws 
of the state? 
Conservation 
1. Fire protection 
2. Better forest fire control 
4 · 
Replies to Surve,r Letter 2 
3. System of reforestation 
4. Forestry Commissioner Setup 
5. Revise slash law 
6. Develop public recreational facilities 
7. Develop lobster rearing stations in coastal areas 
8. Stream Pollution 
9. Change method of closing flats for digging clams 
10. Development of the grading and merchandising of our 
farm products. 
Education 
1. Expansion state educational facilities 
2. Revision of requirements for a Grade A Class High School 
3. School Housing 
4. Increased salary for teachers 
5. Tenure 
6. Better opportunities for students in unorganized territorie • 
7. Study of new pension law for teachers (right to retire at 
60 but necessary to wait five years for benefits) 
8. Provide, revise broader curriculum in high schools 
9. Extend free education two years beyond high school 
10. Reconsideration of Area School Bill 
11. Alcoholic education in public schools 
12. Establish a State Board of Education 
4:1 
Replies to Survey Letter 3 
Welfare 
1. Workmen's Compensation Act be broadened to include 
employees in lumbering operations 
2. Unemployment compensation be improved 
3. Revise State Personal Law 
4. Increase aid to old age assistance 
5. Reconsider 0. A. A. in regard to support to be 
provided by spouse, child, or children 
6. Aid to dependent children given by state. "Study 
so called Williams Bill." 
7. Aid for fire ravaged area of Maine 
8. Aid to towns to purchase better fire equipment 
9. Civilian defense organization and plan 
10. Control of sale of fireworks 
Legislature 
1. Revision of structure and mechanics 
2. Pre-drafting of bills 
3. Reduction of numbers of the joint committees of the 
Legislature 
4. Increase term of senators to four years 
5. Increase term of representatives to four years 
6. Recoding of State Constitution 
7. Unicameral legislature 
8. Constitutional Revision - calling a convention 
4 2 
Replies to Survey Letter 4 
Note: 
9. .Amendment of primary law providing for nomination to 
major office by majority not plurality 
10. "Little Hatch Act" - political activity of state 
employees 
11. Consideration of primary law, applying to candidates 
above county level 
a - Pre-primary qualifYing election 
b - State Convention functioning as a screening device 
12. Revisio& of Blue Laws 
13. Change Election date to November 
14. Revision of voting age 
15. Labor legislation 
Executive 
1. Change tenn. of Governor to one tenn. of four years 
2. Change set up of Governor• s Council 
3. Elect Governor's Council by popular vote 
4. Abolish Governor's Council 
What was done about the replies -
The suggestions from prominent citizens and officials were organized 
into a form 8nd the Planning Committee of thirty members voted on the 
subjects for study. The four subjects: 
Conservation - clams, slash, forests 
Education - new requirements for Class A High School 
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Replies to Survey Letter 5 
Taxation - income tax 
Governor's term- extend term to four years 
were selected for study for the next legislature. 
Committees were chosen to write units of study to be sent to the 
Di rect or for distr ibution to schools. The services of the experts in 
these subjects were also called upon for printed material for distri-
bution . This material was duplicated by the office staff of the Maine 
Tea chers Associa tion and distributed to the schools- enrolled in Student 
Legi slature. 
Note : From this comprehensive list of subjects , suggested in the survey 
letter, it i s interesting to note that since 1947 the following proposed 
legislation has already been enacted in Maine : 
Sales Tax, abandonment of property tax field by the State beginning 
with 1952, extensive l egislat ion oovering fire protecti on and better 
forest fire control , development of public recreational f acilities 
included in 1951, appropriations f or w~side pi cnic area~ , enl P~ging th 
lobster rearing stations p rogram , increasing salaries for teachers , 
establi~:hing a s t e,te board of education, reducing the number of 
Legislative Committees and expanding of state educational facilitie s . 
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Enrollment Blank 
Note: The information furnished on this form is necessary for the 
Director of Student Legislature and should be filled in and 
returned to the Director by a stated date. 
(Number) Annual Student Legislature 19 
Return by ____ (month) ---~(day) ___ (year). 
1. Name, address of school: 
2. Teacher in charge: 
3. Plan to participate: 
4. How many student representatives can you send? 
5. Was your school represented in the Senate last 
year? 
6. Was your school represented on any Legislative 
Committee last year? 
Enclose your enrollment fee of $ ____ to cover cost of 
literature to be printed, and transportation costs of 
teacher and legislative sponsors. 
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Note: This advanced notice is to be mailed to the individual 
schools enrolled in Student Legislature prior to the session 
of Student Legislature. 
To Members of the Student Senate and House: 
Members of the Student Senate will present themselves 
for registration at the of the State House which 
is on the floor at 8.30 A.M. (time) 
(month) (day) (year). 
Members of the Student House will present themselves 
for registration at of the State House at 
8.30 A.M. (month) (day) (year). 
Check hats and coats before registering as follows: 
Cloak Room for boys room ___ (no.) 
Cloak Room for girls room (no.) 
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Subjects 
A successful Student Legislature depends upon long range pl~Dning 
and a selection of wisely chosen subjects for legislation. State 
problems seem to be often neglected in our problems of democracy courses. 
Text books and school newspapers do a pretty accurate job on national 
and international problems, but we have no comparable resources for 
local and state problems. "In Student Legislature the emphasis has 
consistently been placed upon content rather than form." 1 Desirable 
motivation for serious study by problems of democracy classes has been 
provided. In one respect Student Legislature sponsored by social 
studies is diffeeent from junior legislatures sponsored qy other 
organizations. Our concern is a thorough ground work in facts and 
research stuqy in a few carefully selected subjects. Here is an 
1 opportunity to practice modern techniques of learning. This is no 
formal study of a text book motivated bw a desire to pass a test so 
as to play football. "This is learning a~der the conditions students 
will learn all tl1eir lives - for a purpose of their own, where they have 
to figure out for themselves where the information is and how to get it 
2 
easiest.n 
I Clyde Russell, Executive Secretary of Maine Teachers Association, 
, Announcement of Student Legislature. 
2 Clinton Thurlow, President of Maine Teachers Association, 1948. 
I 
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Unit 
Note: This is the type of material useful for study prior to the 
day of Student Legislature. May be ~~dertaken by ~~e entire 
class. 
The social studies teachers of the Maine Teachers Association 
have from the first stressed content and subject matter rather than 
Legislative Procedure. Since Taxation is usually one of the topics 
chosen by the student-teacher Planning Committee of Student Legislature, 
the writer is including two study helps. One is ..@ outline of study 
for those who prefer the topical method; the other is a unit which fol-
lows the pattern suggested by Dr. Roy 0. Billett of Boston University 
in his courses on the Unit Method. It uses the following terminology: 
(1) The Topic, (2) The Unit, (3) The Delimitation of the Unit, (4) 
Incidental and Indirect Learning Products, (5) Unit Assignment, (6) 
The List of Materials and Readings for Teachers, (7) The Unit Assign-
ment, (8) Optional Related Activities, (9) List of References, (10) 
Estimating Results. 
This source unit is longer than the average unit because its 
purpose is to furnish both teachers and students an abundance of material 
from which bills may be made. 
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Unit 2 
Unit organization of the topic: How the people of Maine raise 
and spend tax monies. 
One of the most timely subjects s~udied b,y students in the social 
studies classes of our secondary schools of Maine is the subject of 
Taxation. Before annual Student Legislatures were held, this topic 
was simply words from a text book referring to all states. State of 
Maine problems were neglected. Now Maine students are tax conscious. 
Having opportunity to make first-hand legislation in the problems 
involved in Taxation, the Students from Fort Kent to Kittery -now feel 
that they have now and in the future an opportunity to help create a 
sound tax policy for the State of Maine. 
Both teachers and students agree that Taxation is a problem of 
vital importance to society and always of immediate interest, yet it 
is the least understood by the majority of citizens. A study of the 
tax situation in Maine as one of the units to be s tudied before attend-
ing Student Legislature offers the students experience and practice in 
the observation of social phenomena as they encounter them. The prob-
lem of Taxation is related to all social problems. It is many sided 
as well as timely. Study of Ta:Y..ation is as valuable to the tenninal 
student as to the college preparatory student. Youthful solons must 
1 look beyond the text book to a study of community resources to find 
===------
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Unit 3 
a solution of this burning issue in Maine. Until the hodge-podge 
1 and overlapping of taxes is alleviated, seniors will find no problem 
, of their problems of democracy course more challenging. 
Unit 4 
The Unit: One of the most timely' subjects of Maine is the probl m 
of Taxation. Every year the State of Maine is faced \'Ii th the problem: 
\~here is the money c oming from? According to tax experts of the Institut 
of Public Administration of New York City published in the Gulick and 
1 Cornick . !')por t "Ma ine must find new sources of revenue or curtail many 
of her :pr sent a.ct ivi ties . 111 Our problem is to know what kind of taxes 
do we already have in Maine? What t axes should we keep , and \'lhat 
remedy can we offer for an inadequat~ program? 
1Gulick , Luther and Cornick , Philip H., 11Maine 1 s Tax Problems, n 
three day study , Institute <::£ Publ ic Administration, New York City . 
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Unit 5 
Delimitation of the Unit: Taxation definition - "Taxation makes 
the wheels go round.n 
1. A tax is a compulsory contribution which an individual 
or an organized group makes to the government either directly or 
indirectly. 
2. A tax is a payment for those services we share in common. 
3. Taxation by the will of the majority has been found to be 
the best means of making many public services available. 
4. Taxation is a very old process. 
5. Taxation was the first means of raising our standard of 
living. 
6. All of us have a part in the payment of taxes. 
7. Regardless of the amount of taxes paid, all of us benefit 
from taxes. 
8. Prices of goods reflect the cost of taxes. 
9. Voters control taxes by purchase and method of collection. 
10. Thinkers and leaders suggest new services of taxes. 
11. The voters decide to accept or reject new proposals for 
taxation. 
Taxes in Maine 
1. The State of Maine follows the federal pattern for ex-
penditures on parks , conservation, old age pensions, welfare, 
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Uni t 6 
justice, highway, education and other services. 
2. A larger percentage of taxation falls on property taxes 
in Maine than in other states, dur i ng 191.-1-8 . "'See Not e , -p . 
3. Present property tax penalizes owners of real property 
as compared with owners of personal property. 
4. Taxes on property may be shifted to some one else. 
5. Inequalities of property tax exist: 
Purpose 
a - as between like properties in same town 
b - as between similar properties in different towns 
c - as between total assessed valuation in different 
towns 
l. Taxes are necessary to protect and raise the standard of 
living. 
2. Taxes make efficient government possible. 
3. Taxes provide for protection, industrial, humanitarian 
and cultural needs regardless of race, color, or credd. 
4. Increased taxes are necessary to continue and expand 
state activities for educational opportunity, public welfare, 
adequa~e fire protection and improved roads. 
5. Present expenditures of Maine include monies for state 
debts, check on honesty.,.. budget :lbr highways, education, social 
welfare, protection, conservation, interest, economic development , 
-=-==r-
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Unit 7 
debt redemption, public utilities, general government miscel laneous, 
and appropriations. 
Note : Sales Tax i~ now in effect in Maine and Maine will retire 
from property tax field in 1952 . 
Unit 8 
Good taxation fo llO\\'S these general principles : 
1. Rule of equality~ All should pay according to their ability 
to pay . 
2 . Rul e of uniformi ty; All taxEbl e art i cl s or kinde of property 
of the same cl ass shall be taxed at the same rate . 
J . Tax must be for a public purpose . 
4 . Tax must not be for the private u se of individuale. 
5. Tax must be authorized by legislature . 
6. Jurisdiction ie eseential t o the validity of tax. 
7. Certainty should chara.c teri ~ every te.x. 
8. The time ; manner of payment and amount shoul d be fix d 
and known to all .• 
9. A tax s~~uld b collec t ed at a time when it wi l l be most 
conveni nt to pay . 
---. -
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Unit 9 
Tax should not be difficult in administration or costs of col-
lection expensive. 
1. According to recent studies made including the Gulick-
Cornick Report for the 93rd Legislature, the present tax system 
is inadequate to meet increased costs of government. 
2. Maine has lost many experts. 
3. Present program forces curtailment of important functions. 
4. Maine fails to collect taxes from personal income, and 
general corporation tax based on income. 
Unit 10 
A few other states have solved their tax probleme : 
1 . They hav abandoned the real-eetate tax for state purpo!e . 
2. They have applied revenues from other state taxes to the 
s~pport of schools, roads, relief . 
3. They have improved local assessments by spreading the 
burden more equitably over all t axable r al estate and 
increased the classes of real estate to be taxed.l 
1 Newcomer, Mable and Krug , Edward, Howj2y£ Government Raises and 
Spends Money, National Education Association , p . 26 . 
====~=F====~========= 
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Unit 11 
Indirect Learning Products: Build desirable attitudes toward 
Taxation. 
The basic principle of Maine Government is for the good 
of the public. 
Lack of alert active citi;aenry often leads to a waste of 
tax money. 
Voters must judge the best tax measures. 
Taxation is cooperative buying. 
An effective citizen pays his tezes willingly. 
Reduce unnecessary causes of high taxes by using public 
property carefully. 
Reduce absences in school. 
Be saving in the use of school materials. 
Work for abolishing double Taxation. 
Work for a systematized tax program. 
Continue interest in levying and spending of government 
revenues of tax money. 
Be alert to tax needs of local community. 
Be a "cheerful but watchful tax payer." 
55 
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Unit 12 
Unit assignment: The following .taxes exist: business, progressive, 
hidden, proportional, regressive, severance, excess profits, estate, 
estate inheritance, consumption, inheritance, personal, income, sales, 
pr operty, excise, intangible. 
l. Consult the current State of Ivlaine Financial Report. 
Check each tax that exists in Maine. 
2. Discuss the merits of each tax. Test them by the 
General Principles of Good Taxation. 
3. Make a list of the advantages and disadvantages of each 
tax. 
4. How does Maine spelld its tax monies? See Naine Financial 
Report. 
5. What services does the Government of Maine provide 
for you? 
6. What increased services are necessary for the State of 
Maine? 
7. Read your social studies text book for information on 
Taxation. 
8. What has been done in other states to solve the tax 
problem? 
9. What states have other types of taxes? 
1 10. Make a proposal to alleviate ~~e tax problem in Maine. 
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Unit 13 
11. Read the Gulick-Cornick Report. What is the present 
tax situation in Maine? What solution is offered b,y this Report? 
12. Write a bill on Taxation for the State of Maine. 
13. Find out what tax bills have been rejected in the past. 
14. What tax bills should be revived for study or revision? 
15. What present tax laws should be revised? 
Page numbers, and text books are purposely omitted from this 
Unit of work as it is thought by the writer that students coming 
from all parts of Maine with various libraries and text books may 
pool their research findings in Augusta and gain from the experience 
of sharing. 
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Teacher's Bibliography 
Beard, Charles A., American Government and Politics, Mac-
millan, 1944 
Cronin, John F., Economic Analysis~ Problems, American 
Book, 1945 
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Macmillan, 1947 
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--r This author made a survey of Maine in 1934 
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Unit 14 
Optional Related Activities: Plan a class visit to your select-
men's office or tax collector's office for information on the mechanics 
1 of Taxation. 
Select a committee to visit local tax collector's 
office and give a report. 
cuss it. 
Invite local tax experts to your class room for talks. 
Bring a copy of your state budget to the class and dis-
Secure state income tax blanks from a state having an 
income tax. Explain this type of tax to the class. 
Bring in specimen forms used for requisitioning, purchas-
ing and payment of bills in Maine. 
Consult Readers Guide to ~_g.;tcal Literature for current 
articles on Taxation. 
class.·· 
Make a list of articles of interest to the 
Read the Legislative Report to see what was done at the 
recent Legislature. 
Visit a regular session of Legislature and make a report 
. 1 to the class. 
Attend a public meeting of a taxpayer's association. 
Show the movie, "Property Taxation" from the Encyclopedia 
Britannica Films, Inc., 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6. 
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Unit 15 
Draw graphs or maps to show amounts spent by state 
government, or the overlapping and duplication of local govern-
ment units in state. 
Arrange for a Forum with neighboring schools on the 
subject of ~axation. 
Interview tax minded citizens for opinions on your 
pr oposed bill. 
Draw cartoons, graphs showing the need for taxes. 
Draw a chart showing how the state spends its tax dollar. 
QJ 
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Pupil 1 s Bibliography 
Study of Taxation and an Improved Tax Program for the 
State of Maine 
Secondary School Texts 
Arnold, Joseph I., Challenges to American Youth, Row Peterson, 1946 
Capen, Louise I., Being~ Citizen, American Book Company, 1947 
Krug, E. A. and Quillen, James I., Living in.Q!!£ Communities: Civics 
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Rienow, Robert, Callin_g ,!!1 Citizens, Houghton Mifflin, 1944 
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11Paying for Schools," Discussion PamPhlet No. it., January, 1945, 
24 p., National Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, Wash-
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State Libra;ry: For~ 
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System .2f Taxation l:!l Maine 
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Report of Recess Coilllllittee .2!! ~ Equalization in 1222. 
Legislati;y;,e Document~ J122 
Combined Personal Income ~ !!:!19: Sales .Ig 
Deuartment of_ Finance 
Bureau of Account~ Controls, Augusta 
State of Maine Financial Report 
Final Bud_get jteE_ort £or 22!!.4 Legii:)lat~ .Pz Governor Hildreth 
Final Budget Report for~ Legislatur.e ~ Governor Hildreth 
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Proper~~ Inegualitz of Assessments 
Proper:!i:_ ~ Taxes 
Final Report of ~ Tax Study, 1945 
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Unit 16 
Estimating Results: The test of this Unit lies in: 
1. The accomplishments made qy a representative group 
of the class at the Student Legislature in Augusta. 
2. The extent to which students become tax conscious and 
continue their interest in the subject of Taxation. 
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Brief Outline of Taxation - State of Maine 
I Definition of Taxes 
II History of Taxation 
III Mathematics of Taxes 
IV Purpose of Taxes 
v Expenditures 
VI General Principles of Taxation 
VII Characteristics of a Good Tax 
VIII Kind of Taxes 
IX Criticism of Types 
X Source of Revenue in Maine 
XI Need for a New Program 
XII 93rd Legislature 
94th Legislature 
95th Legislature 
XIII Tax Program of Some Progressive States 
XIV A Suggested Plan 
XV Your Plan 
XVI Fra.ming Your Bills on Taxation 
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1946 Program 
Note: In this first year of Student Legislature, two outsUL~ding 
teachers of social studies were the presiding officer e. 
Maine Student Legislature 
Sponsored by tile Social Studies Department of the Maine 
Teachers Association 
Saturday, November 16, 1946 State House 
9.30 Registration 
10.00 Announcements: Mr. Clinton Thurlow, Submaster, 
Cony High - House of Representatives 
10.15 Committee Hearings 
11.15 
12 • .30 
Taxation Committee in the Senate 
Judiciary Committee in Judiciary 
Appropriations Committee in the House 
Education Committee in Legal Affairs 
Executive session of committees 
Luncheon: The Augusta House 
Mrs. Horace Hildreth and President of Colby 
College, Julius S. Bixler, guest speakers 
.3.00 Legislative session: Miss Nelliemae Lange, presiding 
in tl1e Senate; Miss Irene Cousins, presiding in ~~e 
House 
4.45 Assembly L~ the House of Representatives 
6 5 
1946 Program 2 
Closing statement, Senator Neal S. Bishop, Chairman 
of Education Comrnittee, 1945 Legislature 
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1947 Program 
Maine Student Legislature 
Sponsored by the Social Studies Department of the Maine 
Teachers Association 
Saturday, November 22, 1947 State House 
9.30 Registration - Lobby, third floor, State House 
10.00 Everyone convene in House of Representatives 
Teachers in back of room 
Student Governor to address joint session 
Announcements 
10.30 Public Hearings on the three bills under study 
Taxation Cowuittee - Bill on Taxation in 
House chamber 
Appropriations Cownittee - School Buildings 
in Senate chamber 
Judiciary Comnittee - River Pollution in 
Judiciary room 
11.30 Executive session of each co~uittee 
Whip bills into shape with any amendments. 
Just committee members. Others may lobby 
12.30 Banquet: Cony High School 
Toastmaster - Clyde Russell, Executive 
Secretary of Maine Teachers Association 
---·-- - ---==::: =====o- -
1947 Program 2 
Speaker - Governor Horace A. Hildreth 
2.30 Convening of House and Senate 
President of Senate - Neil S. Bishop 
Speaker of House - Romie L. Marsans 
Secre.tar-.r of Senate, Clerk of House to be 
appointed by Student Governor 
4.30 All convene in House 
4.45- 7.00 Tea Dance- Ballroom, Grange Building, 
M. T. A. Headquarters, 146 State Street, 
sponsored by Cony High School Student Council 
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1948 Program 
Note: This is the program of the Third Annual Student Legislature 
which the writer directed. 
THIRD ill~NUAL STUDENT LEGISLATURE 
December 4, 1948 St~te House, Augusta 
9:00 Registration, Lobby, Third Floor, State House 
10:00 Everyone convene in House of Representatives--Teachers, 
back of room 
Invocation by Rev. Wesley U. Riedel, Congregational Church, 
Augusta 
Oath administered to Governor-elect Gordon Milliken by 
retiring Student Governor Alan Pease, University of Maine 
Address by Student Governor Gordon ~1illiken of Cony High 
School 
Brief Announcements, Mrs. Grace Brown, Director, Student 
Legislature 
Address - Hon. Horace Hildreth, Governor of Maine 
10:30 Public Hearing of the five bills under study: 
Taxation Committee--House of Representatives 
Education Committee-Senate Chamber 
Forest Conservation and Fire Control--Judiciary 
Clam Conservation--Legal Affairs 
Extension Governor's Term-- Council Chamber 
11:30 Executive Session of each committee. Whip bills into shape 
with any amendments necessary. Only committee members stay 
for 
12:30 Executive Session. Others go to State House Cafeteria for 
lunQll. 
1:30 All assemble on State House steps for picture. 
(Orders will be taken--Mansurs, Inc., Augusta--75p) 
2:00 Convening of House and Senate 
President of Senate, Hon. George Va~Qey of Kittery 
Speaker of House, Hon. John Ward of Millinocket 
Secretary of Senate, Peggy Hutchinson, Cony 
Clerk of House, Helen Strong, Cony 
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4:00 All convene in House--Joint Session 
Address, Deputy Commissioner of Education, Ermo Scott 
****** 
Officers of the Senate: 
Secretary: Peggy Hutchinson, Cony 
Assistant Secretary: Harriet Shur, Island Falls 
Sa:geant-at-Arms: Gerald Bickford, Belgrade 
Assistant Sergeant-at-Arms: %. Ober, Falmouth 
Pages: Raymound Emmons, Kennebunk; Thomas Groton, Berwick Academy 
Officers of the House: 
Clerk: Helen Strong, Cony 
Assistant Clerk: Beverly Pettingill, Deering 
Sergeant-at-Arms: Richard McLaughlin, Kingfield 
Assistant Sergeant-at-Arms: Mona Pierce, Boothbay Harbor; Elaine 
Wilson, Ers~ine Academy 
Badge Committee 
Bertha Clason, Camden 
Helen McCobb, Camden 
Ellen Connors, Rockport 
Margaret Gray, Roc~~and 
Student Hostesses 
Claire Crabtree, Camden 
Sylvia Brown, Rockport 
Esther Hall, Rockport 
Betty Lawton, Rockport 
Marie Dorr, Roclr~and 
Agnes Sullivan, Rockport 
Student secretaries to assis't at MTA headquarters 11:30-1:30 to 
prepare bills for afternoon session: 
Marie Riegelmann, Edward Little 
Carolyn Chesley, Falmouth 
Belva Whittaker, Erskine Academy 
Signe Swanholm, Thomaston 
Marie Dorr, Rockland 
****** 
TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS 
Hearings in Morning 
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1948 Program 3 
Taxation: 
Education: 
Linwood Elliot, Deering 
Elizabeth Ring, Deering 
Robert Jones, Phillips 
Elton Rich, Monroe 
Walter Reed, Farmington 
Mrs. Jennie Harding, Island Falls 
Joan Wainwright, Berwick 
Mrs. Dessa Simmons, Windham 
Forest Conservation: Warren Aliberti, Madison 
Lyman H riLma.n, Dixfield 
Donnell Graham, Kingfield 
Carolyn Dow, Millinocket 
Clam Conservation: Catl1erine Leonard, Bath 
Lucille Maddocks, Brunswick 
Woodrow Mercier, Thomaston 
Governor's Term: Mrs. Edith Nunan, Ken..11ebunk 
Lloyd Hatfield, Blue Hill 
William Fairley, Dexter 
Afternoon Sessions 
Choose three best speakers in the House and two best speakers 
in t he Senate. Base your decision upon effectiveness of con-
tribution. 
House: 
Senate: 
Mary Devitt, Bangor 
Geneva Kirk, Lewiston 
Theodore Blaich, Fryeburg 
Dorothea Adams, Jay 
Nelliemae Lange, Lewiston 
George Cunningham, Turner 
R. T. Wescott, Milo 
J. Weston Walch, Portland 
(Teachers: At the registration table is Miss Roselle Lovertt of 
South Portland, Secretary-Treasurer of Social Studies Department 
of the Maine Tee.chers Association llho will accept your dues of 
50p membership fee in Social Studies Department or $1.50 which 
includes membership in the New England Association of Social 
Studies Teachers.) 
7:1 
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1948 Program 4 
TAXATION CO}WITTEE - 1948 
Public Hearing in the House of Representatives at 10:30. 
Executive Committee meeting at 11:30. 
Co-chairmen: William French, Deering High School, Public Hearing 
Eini Riutta, Warren High School, Executive Session 
Members of the Joint Committee: 
Joseph Bernard-8-Bangor High School 
Robert Paige-H-Belgrade High School 
Robert Howard-H-Bridgton High School 
Donald Cookson-8-Cony High School 
Edward Quinlow-H-Island Falls High School 
Eugene Wing-8-Kingfield High School 
Ruth Giggie-S-Monroe High School 
Margaret Cook-H-Presque Isle Hi~~ School 
Julia Brown-H-Williams High School 
Elaine Greene-R-Westbrook High School 
Technical Advisers: Linwood Elliot, Deering High School 
Elizabeth Ring, Deerli1g High School 
Robert Jones, Phillips High School 
Elton Rich, Monroe High School 
EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
Public Hearing in the Senate Chamber at 10:30. Executive committee 
meeting at 11:30. 
Co-chairmen: Hope Cunningham, Leavitt Institute, Public Hearing 
Richard Ma~1ew, Madawaska High School, Executive Ses-
sion 
1-fembers of the Joint Commi·ttee : 
Dorraine Snogren-8-Aroostook Central Institute 
Barbara Coughlin-H-Carmel High School 
Mae Grant-H-Dennysville High School 
Joan Clary-8-Erskine Academy 
Allan Smith-H-Farmington High School 
Robin Colcord-H-Gardiner High School 
Jean Dellow-H-Greely Institute 
Mary Constantine-8-John Bapst High School 
--- -=====~: 
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Hope Cunningham-H-Leavitt Institute 
Richard Mayhew-H~adawaska High School 
Technical Advisers: Mrs. Jennie Harding, Island Falls High School 
Walter Reed, Farmington High School 
Joan Wainvrright, Berwick Academy 
Mrs. Des sa Simmons, Windham High School 
A member of State Department of Education 
CONSERVATION OF FOREST Al.1D FIRE CONTROL 
Conservation is divided into two sections. Section 1 will consider 
Forestr.1 and Fire Control. Public Hearing in the Judiciary room 
at 10:30. Executive committee meeting at 11:30. 
Co-chairmen: Robert Harriman, Fryeburg Academy, Public Hearing 
Donald LeBlanc, Madison High School, Executive Ses-
sion 
Members of the Joint Committee: 
Robert Harriman-H-Fryeburg Academy 
Dave Muzzy-8-GreenVille High School 
William Jerry-H-Jay High School 
Donald LeBlanc-H~adison High School 
William Robinson-H~onson Academy 
Arnold Green-H-Portland High School 
Janet Fleming-S-8outh Portland High School 
Ros,fell Dyer-s-strong High School 
Jean Libby-S-Unity High School 
Franklin Roberts-8-Waterboro High School 
Technical Advisers: Warren Aliberti, Madison High School 
Lyman Holman, Dixfield High School 
Donnell Graham, Kingfield High School 
Carolyn Dow, Stearns High School 
Representative from Maine Forestry Department 
Legal Adviser: Hon. Jopn Ward, Millinocket 
CLAM CONSERVATION 
Public Hearing ll1 Legal Affairs at 10:30. 
meetb1g at 11:30. 
Executive committee 
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Co-chairmen: Stanley Payson, Camden High School, Public Hearing 
Richard Breaunet, Lewiston High School, Executive 
Session 
Members of the Joint Committee: 
Roberta Gagnon-H-Berwick Academy 
Nathan Mitchell-H-Boothbay Harbor High School 
Sarah Mcintire-S-Brunswick High School 
Stanle,y Payson-s-Gamden High School 
Gordon Wilson~-Hermon High School 
Kaye Mooqy-H-Kennebunk High School 
Richard Breaunet-H-Lewiston High School 
James Thane-s-Madison High School 
Esther Hall-H-Rockport High School 
Henry Hastings-H-Thomaston High School 
Technical Advisers: Lucille Maddocks, Brunswick High School 
Catherine Leonard, Morse High School 
Woodrow Mercier, Thomaston High School 
Representative from Sea and Shore Fisheries 
Legal Adviser: Ron. George Varney, Kitter,y 
EXTENSION OF GOVERNOR'S TERM 
Public Hearing in the Council Chmnber at 10:30. Executive committee 
meeting at 11:30. 
Co-chairmen: Freeman Frank, Edward Little High School, Public Hearing 
William Fickett, Bridgton Academy, Executive Session 
Members of the Joint Committee: 
William Fickett-5-Bridgton Academy 
Pauline Cobb-H-Buckfield High School 
Bruce McGorrill-H-Deering High School 
Freeman Frank-H-Edward Little High School 
Theodore Brown-S-Falmouth High School 
Lane Mountain-H-N. H. Fay High School 
Thelma Loring-S-Phillips High School 
Ruth Seeley-H-fu4~geley High School 
Frederick Graves-H-Skowhegan High School 
Marguerite Niles-H-Stephens High School 
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Technical Advisers: 
- ~ .-
Mrs. Edith Nunan, Kennebun..1c High School 
Lloyd Hatfield, Geroge Stevens-Blue Hill Aca-
demy 
William Fairley, N. H. Fay High School 
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Suggested Programs 
State House, Augusta Student Legislature 
9.00 
10.00 
10.15 
10.50 
Registration, Lobby, third floor 
All convene in separate Houses 
Prayer by Chaplain 
Members sworn in 
Joint Convention: House of Representatives 
Delegation to w~it on Governor-elect 
Swearing in of Student Governor 
Address: Student Governor 
Address: • Governor Maine, Frederick G. Payne 
Public Hearings of Bills 
Committee #1 Judiciary - Bills 1- 2 
Chairman, Representative from Wilton 
Sponsor, J. Weston Walch 
Committee #2 Legal Affairs Room - Bills 3-4 
Chairman, Senator from Brunswick 
Sponsor, Miss Roselle Love ttt 
Committee #3 Museum Room - Bills 5-6 
Chairman, Senator from Thomaston 
Sponsor, Clinton F. Thurlow 
Committee #4 Senate - Bills 10-11 
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12.30 
Chairman, Senator from Cony 
Sponsor, Miss Elizabeth Ring 
Committee #5 House - Bills 7-8-9 
Chairman, Senator from Presque Isle 
Sponsor, Frank Wimmer 
Executive Sessions of five committees 
(Committee votes what is their recommendation: 
passage, non-passage of a bill.) 
Advisors have blank reports from Hon. Harvey 
Pease, regular Clerk of the House. Have commit tee 
sign and return report to Mr. Pease's office by 
l.OO P.M. 
1.30 Convening of House and Senate in separate houses 
5.00 Move to adjourn 
A copy of program of Maine Student Legislature, April 8, 
Director, Linwood Elliot of Portl~~d, Maine. 
Special Points 
Note: These are special points to remember on Parliamentary 
Procedure. Director may title them "Last minute warnings." 
I Obtaining the fioor 
a. Member must rise and address Chair b,y proper title as: 
1. 11Mr. Speaker" in House 
2. 11¥.ll'. President" in Senate 
.3. ":tvlr. Chairmana in public hearings 
b. He must be recognized by the "Chair" ":t-1r. Solon" 
or "the Chair recognizes Mr. Solon." 
1. A member who rises before the floor is 
yielded is not entitled to recognition. 
2. When two or more seek recognition at the 
same time 
II The Rules of Debate 
a. The maker of the motion is en-
titled recognition first in debate 
of his motion. 
b. A member who has not spoken is en-
titled to recognition over one who 
has spoken. 
a. Obtain the floor properly. Stand while speaking. 
b. Address remarks to the Chairman. 
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Special Points 2 
c. Confine the remarks to the question before the meeting. 
d. Discuss measures, not motives or personalities. 
e. In referring to another say, 0 The previous speaker.n 
Hearings: 
a. Time limit at hearing~ is each speech. 
b. All in favor of a bill will be heard first. 
c. All opposed to a bill will be heard after the pros 
have finished. 
d. Carefully prepared speeches are in order at a hearing. 
e. Each witness is allowed one speech. 
f. When a member yields b,y request for a parliamentary 
interruption, he does not lose his rights to finish 
his speech after the interrupting matter has been 
disposed of. 
Afternoon sessions: 
a. No person may speak more than two minutes without 
unanimous consent. 
b. No person who has already spoken shall speak on a 
bill if somebody wishes to speak who has not yet spoken. 
c. No member may speak twice on same question without 
unanimous consent. 
III Some important motions: 
Special Points 4 
d. By division - "I move to amend the motion by dividing 
the motion so ~s to make two or more distinct propo-
sitions ••• ·" (State the propositions.) 
Study Rober:t' s Rules of Order and Rose Marie Crusan 1 s Practical 
Parliamenta£[ Procedure. (Well illustrated and written especially for 
high school students.) 
Note : From experience it has been found to be hi ghly des i rable to have 
~m experienced Legi sla.toi' serve as a technical advi i!IOI' on procedure in 
Committ ee . 
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Sp eci a l Points J 
Motion Debatable Vote Required 
1 . Main question Yes Majority 
2 . To amend Yes Majority 
J. To lay on table No Majority 
4. Previous question or close 
debate No Majority 
5. Rise to po int of ord r No liT one 
6. To wi t hdraw or renew a motion No Ma.jori ty 
7. To take from table No Majority 
8. Limit debate In 1-l:aine Senate No limit 
9 . To suspend rule No Previous 
questi on 
10. Motion to adjourn Not when privilege Majority 
IV. How to ame nd or modify a mot ion : 
a . :By elimina tion on - 11 1 move to amend the motion by striking 
out of the \'lords ... 11 (State words to be stricken out.) 
b. :By addition - 11 I move to amend the mo tion by adding or 
inserting the words • . . 11 ( State exact words and indic te exact 
place \'lOrds are to go . ) 
c . :By substitution - 11 I moye to amend the motion by 
substitut ing for it the following •.. 11 (Read t he complete 
motion that is to take the place of the old .) 
PART I II 
A MAliDAL FOR STUDENT LEGISLATORS 
So Youlre Going to Student Legislature 
"Education must give the student a richer and broader understanding 
of the world in which he lives. He should be 1 going places and seeing 
things. 1 11 1 ' 
1 H~rden, Mary, Going Places and Seeing Things, Educa tional 
Me,thod 14:324-.31, March, 1935. -
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"A public office is a public trust." 1 
To student officials: 
Because your fellow students have confidence in your abilities, 
you will represent them at the State House in Augusta, Maine on 
(month) ___ (year) for Student Legislature when the 
youth of Maine take over the State Government. The following 
manual has been prepared to help you understand the function of 
the State Government in which you will participate. 
... ··.~······ ~·l~ ··. r Grover Clevel~~d II 1 =~==--
Specia l Duties 
Note : The special duties a.nd responsibili ti-s of Student State officers 
are as follows : 
Duties offue Go vernor 
As the Chi f Executive of the State he , 
l. Spe~ks at the opening session of Student Legislature and r ecom-
ml'lnds a l egi sl ative program based upon his study of the 'bills t o come beforE 
the Stuc1ent Legis la.tu re .. 
2.. He appoints a.ny committee t hat he believes will improve Stud.~nt 
Legi slature. 
) . He studi es each b ill passed by Stuclent Legislatur e . He eithe r 
sign or vetoes it. If he vetoes the bill, he returhs it to t be branch 
in which it originated together \·ri.th a message in wri ting setting out hi s 
obj c tions . 
4·. During the year he remc:dns the Student Gove rno r until the nex t 
s e s sion of Student Legi slatur~ when he admini sters tre oath of office to 
the inco ming members of t be House and Sena.te . 
Dut i es of the President of tr..e Senate 
1 . As the President of the Senate he must know Senate procedure and 
be skilled in he .. ndling pa.rlia.mentary rules . 
Duties of the Speaker of t he House of Representatives 
L As the Speaker of 1!he House he presides a t all s essions of t he 
lower hou~e . He must know the p rocedure and be skilled in r~ndl ing 
parliamenta ry rules. 
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Du. ti e s of t h , Ole rk of the House 
1. As Cl erk of the E.ou<;e, he read s the titl e s of all the bill s t o 
the Student Legislc,tur when they a re assignecl to Committees. 
2. He r eceives the bill s from committ e es and has charge of all 
official b ill s . 
3. He keeps a journal of what i s a.one by the House . 
ll·. He reads papers when required by t he House or the Speaker of the 
Eou s e . 
5. Tb.e clerk seldom, if ever., r eads a bill i n ful l. If ther e are 
ob jections to dispens i ng with further reading of the Bill, it is necessary 
t~ t the Clerk read the bill at least once. A bill once read is not read 
e.gain in full, unless the House by a ma jority vote so directs . 
6. He observes the presence or the arrival of special ~ests i n the 
House a nd call s th~ a ttention of the Speaker to their presence . 
Duties of tbe Chaplain 
1 . The Cba.p lain prepares special prayers for the various occasions 
in the Student Legislature program . 
Dut i e s of the Secre tar~ of the Senate 
1. As Secretary of t h!'! Senat e h! keeps a correct journal of the pro -
~e eding s of the Senat e . 
2 . Reads the entire bill to the Legi slators when it i s op n for con-
side ration on the f l oor. 
J. Sends a ll bill s passed by the Legislature to other branch of 
Student Legis l atur e or to the Governor with a repor t of tll..e vot e by which 
_tll.e..__b_ULwas_uas.se.d. 
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Special Duties 3 
Duties of the Sergea.Dt-at-Arms 
1. As the Sergeant-at-Arms of the State of Maine he attends 
the Legislature during its session. 
2. Preserves order. 
3. Sees that no one is admitted to the floor of the house except 
as provided by its rules. 
4. Has general supervision over the Assistant Sergeant-at-.Arms. 
5. Has power to execute commands of the Speaker. 
Duties of the Pages 
1. As a Page of the Student Legislature of Maine he waits upon 
members of -the Legislative body. 
Duties of the Doorkeeper 
1. As Doorkeeper he acts as an assistant to the Sergeent-at-~~s 
with the specific duty of seeing that no one is admitted to the floor 
of the house except as provided by the rules. 
~-=-~-~~=-=-~-11=== =-=--~===-=-=~=====-===-~=====================~========~~~= 
General 
Note: This is for the general information for all Student Legislators. 
Rights and Duties of Members 
1. The seat which is assigned a member at the commencement of 
the session shall be his during the session, and no other person shall 
be permitted to occupy a member•s seat at any time during a session. 
2. No member shall sit at the desk of the Presiding Officer, 
Secretary, or Clerk, except by permission of the Presiding Officer. 
3. Where two or more members rise at the same time, the Pre-
siding Officer shall name the person to speak, but in all cases the 
member who shall rise first and address the Chair shall speak first. 
4. No member shall interrupt another while speaking, except to 
call to order or correct a mistake. 
5. No member shall speak more than twice to the same question, 
without first securing leave. No member shall speak more than two (2) 
minutes. 
6. Time limit on first speech at the Public Hearing is five (5) 
minutes. Limit on second speech is two (2) minutes. At the afternoon 
session time limit on all speeches is two (2) minutes. 
7. No member shall speak out of his place wjjhout leave from the 
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Rights and Duties of Members 2 
Chair, nor without first rising and addressing the Speaker; and he shall 
sit down as soon as he has done speaking. 
8. No member shall be allowed to stand up to the interruption 
of another while any member is speaking, or pass unnecessarily between 
the Presiding Officer and the person speaking; or stand in the alley, 
or sit or stand covered during the session. 
9. Smoking is prohibited while in session. 
10. Ever,y member who shall be present when a question is put, 
unl ess excused for special reasons, shall give his vote, and where 
yeas and nays are ordered, no member shall leave his seat until the 
vote is declared. 
11. No member may introduce an amendment or new bills at the 
afternoon session of Student Legislature. 
Any student interested in the proposed legislation may 
attend the Public Hearing with the same rights and duties of a citizen. 
Proceedings and Debate 
12. A Bill or Resolve reported Ought Not to Pass may be substituted 
for the report by majority vote. If so substituted for the report, it 
shall be in order for its several readings. 
13. A Bill or Resolve reported Ought to Pass, after acceptance of 
the committee report, shall be given its several readings immediately 
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Proceedings and Debate 3 
unless otherwise ordered. 
14. Bills and Resolves shall be read twice in the Senate. Bills 
shall be read three times and Resolves twice in the House. 
15. While a Bill or Resolve is subject to amendment at any time 
under consideration, offering and considering amendments shall be 
after second reading in the interest of the orderly procedure. 
16. No motion, or proposition on a subject different from that 
under consideration shall be admitted under color of amendment. 
17. After a Bill or Resolve has received its readings, the question 
of Passage to be Engrossed becomes the pending question without motion. 
18. Concurrent action by both Houses is required in all steps. 
19. After report by Committee on Engrossed Bills, Bills and 
Resolves are first passed to be enacted or finally passed by the House, 
rege.rdless of house of origin. 
20. When motion for the previous question is made, the consent of 
one-third of the members present shall be necessary to authorize the 
Speaker to entertain it. No debate shall be allowed until the matter 
of consent is determined. The previous question shall be submitted in 
the following words: "Shall the main question be put now? 11 No member 
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Proceedings and Debate 4 
shall speak more than five minutes on the motion for the previous ques-
tion, and while that question is pending a motion to lay on the table 
shall be decided without debate. 
21. When a motion has once been made and carried in the affirmative 
or negative, it shall not be in order for any member ~o voted in the 
minority to move a reconsideration thereof; but any member who voted 
with the majority, or in the negative on a tie vote, may move to re-
consider on the same or succeeding day. (In Student Legislation "on 
the same 11 day. ) 
When a motion for reconsideration has been decided, the vote 
shall not be reconsidered. A motion to reconsider shall not be ;in ocr.d.er 
more than once on the same question. 
22. When a question is under debate, no motion shall be received but: 
1st To adjourn 
2nd To lay on the table 
3rd For the previous question 
4th To commit 
5th To postpone to a day certain 
6th To amend 
7th To postpone indefinitely 
1lhich several motions shall have precedence in the order in which they 
are arranged. 
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Proceedings and Debate 5 
Questions of concurrence or otherwise with the Senate shall 
have precedence of each other in the following order: 
1st To recede 
2nd To concur 
3rd To insist 
4th To adhere. 
Adapted from Regular Procedure of Maine State Legislature 
for use in Student Legislature. 
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The Student Legislature Day 
Speaker of the House 
President of the Senate 
There are two ways in 'Which. the business of the day may be guided. 
The Director and the Planning Committee will decide which of the follow-
ing is expedient. Both ways have already been tried in Maine. Each 
method had its advantages and disadvantages. It was the consensus 
expressed by the social studies teachers of Maine and their classes in 
a survey conducted by the writer "that the affairs of the day moved 
swiftly along and all students participating learn more from a Student 
Legislature whose presiding officers were the rea~ officials of the 
State.n 1 Student Legislature has been honored by the presence and 
assistance of the real officials of the State. 
If it is decided by the Planning Committee and Director to give 
students the actual experience of steering action, the following form 
of student legislative procedure may be used for the advanced prepara-
tion of a student speaker and a student President of the Senate. 
1 Brown, Grace Taylor, personal letters in answer to Evaluating 
Student Legislature, January, 1949. 
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House of Representatives 
Not e: 
House Advanced Journal 
------- ---------- Legislature 
This advanced journal is prepared to be a guide for the 
Speaker of the House. 
Speaker: This being the time set for the convening of the __ _ 
----~ Legislature the Representatives-elect will be in order. 
Speaker: Prayer will be offered by the _ _ ______ _ 
Speaker: , Unless there is objection, the usual roll call of 
Representatives-elect will be omitted and the Speaker will find 
a quorum of Representatives-elect present. 
Speaker: The Chair hears no objection and declares a quorum present. 
Speaker: The Chair recognizes the Representative-elect from ____ __ 
Mr./ Miss --- -· 
(Hotion made) , See ""()age 
Speaker: The Representative-elect from Mr./Miss -~~ 
moves that a mes.sage be sent to his Excellency the (student) 
Gove:rnor informing him that a quorum of the Representative-elect 
are present in the Hall of t he House ready to take their oaths of 
office. 
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Advance Journal to Speaker 2 
Speaker: Is that the pleasure of the Representatives-elect? 
Speaker: It is a vote. 
Speaker: The Chair designates the Representative-elect from 
---
Mr./Miss to convey the message to his Excellency the 
(studen't!) Governor. 
(Message conveyed), s~ e page 
Messenger reports: 
Speaker: The House hears the report and the Chair thanks the 
messenger. 
( - - - - --- Governor comes in and 
qualifies Representatives-elect and retires.) 
Speaker: · The House is of course familiar with the fact that its 
Officers have already been elected, and the Chair declares Mr./Miss 
___ and Mr ./Miss ___ the duly elected Clerk and Assistant 
Clerk of this (Student) House of Representatives. 
c 
I (Message received from .Senate proposing 
Joint Convention) 
Speaker: 
Student Legislature 
Advance Journal to Speaker 3 
Speaker: 
The House hears the message and the Chair 
thanks the Messenger. · 
The Chair recognizes the Representative from 
---
Mr./Miss ---· . 
(Motion made from floor) , Se~ page .~· 
Speaker: The Representative from Mr./Miss moves that 
the House concur in the proposal made by the Senate for a Joint 
Convention to be held forthwith in the House and that a message be 
sent to the Senate adVising that body of the concurrence of the House. 
Speaker: Is that the pleasure of the House? 
Speaker: It is a vote, and the Chair directs the Clerk to convey 
the message to the Senate. 
(Clerk conveys message and reports) 
Speaker: (The House hears the report and the Chair thanks the 
messenger. ) 
(Senate comes in and Joint Convention is 
organized with the President of the Senate presiding.) 
9 6 
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Speaker: 
(After Joint Convention and Senate 
has 
or retired.) 
have 
In House 
In order to save tLme, it will be assumed that the Bills 
to be considered by this {student) Legislature have been referred 
to the proper Committees without action by the Senate or the House. 
Speaker: Without objection, the Chair presents 
---
for the purpose of making announcements. 
(Recess to _ _ _ _ P.M.) 
( Time after Recess) 
Speaker: The House will be in order. 
If there is no objection, and the Chair hears none, 
the House will take up at this time Reports of Committees. The 
Clerk will read t he Report. 
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Note: This advanced journal is prepared for the Clerk of the House 
of Representatives. 
Duties of the Clerk and Assistant Clerk 1 
1. The Clerk shall keep a journal of what is done by the House. 
2. Read papers when required qy the House or Speaker. 
3. Call the roll alphabetically, and note the answers of members, 
when the House orders or when a question is taken ey yeas and nays. 
4. Notify committees of their appointment and of the business 
referred to them. 
5.. Have charge of all "official bills" and other papers confided 
to the care of the House. 
6. The Assistant Clerk shall be the Clerk pro tempore with same 
power of the Clerk and shall assist the Clerk in the perfonnance of 
these duties. 
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Note: This Advanced Journal is prepared to be a guide for the 
President of the Senate. 
President: This being the time set for the convening of the (date) 
(Student) Legislature, the Senators-elect will be in order. 
President: Prayer will be offered by the Chaplain Miss/Mr. 
of ____ _ 
President: Unless there is objection, the usual roll call of the 
Senators-elect will be omitted and the President will find a 
quorum of Senators-elect present. 
President: The Chair hears no objection and declares a quorum present. 
The Chair recognizes the Senator-elect from 
----
President: 
Mr./Miss ----
(Motion made) 
President: The Senator-elect from Mr./Miss moves that 
----- ------
Governor, 
informing him that a quorum of the Senators-elect are present in 
the Senate Chamber ready to take their oaths of office. 
President: Is that the pleasure of the Senators-elect? 
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President: It is a vote. 
President: The Chair designates the Senator-elect from ____ __ 
Mr./Miss to convey the message to his Excellency ti1e 
Governor. 
----
(Message conveyed) 
President: The Senate hears the report, and the Chair thanks the 
messenger. 
( (Student) Governor comes in and qualifies 
Senators-elect and retires.) 
President: The Senate is of course familiar with the fact that 
its 0fficers have already been elected and the Chair declares 
Mr./~1iss and Mr./Miss Secretary and Assistant 
Secretary of this (Student) Senate. 
President: The Chair recognizes the Senator from ______ Mr./Miss ____ _ 
(Order introduced} 
President: The Senator from Mr./Miss presents an Order 
and moves its passage. The Secretary will read the Order. 
President: 
passage? 
(Order proposing Joint Convention read b.Y the Secretary.) 
Is it the pleasure of the Senate that the Order have 
1.00 
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President: It is a vote. 
President: The Chair directs the Secretary of the Senate to convey 
the message to the House. 
(Secretary conveys message to the House and returns 
to Senate and reports.) 
President: The Senate hears the report, and the Chair thanks the 
Messenger. 
(Message from House concurring in proposal of 
Joint Convention received.) 
President: The Senate hears the message and the Chair thanks the 
messenger. 
President: The Senate will proceed to the Hall of the House of 
Representatives for the Joint Convention. 
Presi dent: 
President: 
President: 
Joint Convention - President of the Senate Presiding 
The Joint Convention will be in order. 
Mr./M.~ss . 11 The Chair recognizes the Senator from ~ 
------ -----
(The Senator introduces an Order and moves its passage.) 
(Se e -pag~ 
The Senator from ___ Mr./Miss ____ presents an 
Order and moves its passage. The Secretary will read the Order. 
President: Is it the pleasure of the Convention that the Order 
-·~.- DLlJ;. J '-' J]J\ t"' )·.; J L .: 
.. - :lw ol of 1--iuc r- '- 1 ('i 
· · -. _ Li brar y 
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receive passage? 
President: It is a vote. 
President: The Chair appoints the following Senators and Represen-
tatives to the Committee created Qy the Order just passed to ~ait 
upon the Honorable (Student) Governor-elect and inform him 
that the Convention is ready to administer the oaths necessa~J to 
qualifY him to enter upon his duties. 
(Names: 
) 
President: The Committee will assemble in the center isle and 
escorted by the Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate will attend to 
its duties. 
(Committee retires) 
(Committee reports) 
President: The Convention hears ti1e report, and the Chair thanks 
the Committee. 
(Committee returns to their seats) 
( (Student) Governor-elect and party comes in.) 
(The President Administers Oath to Governor.) 
:1.02 
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President: (Addrese ing _____ Governor-elect) 
11 You will say I, announce your name , and repeat after me . 11 
" Do wear , 
11 t hat I will support the Constitution 
11 of the Unit ed States 
11 and of this state 
11 so long as I shall continue a citizen thereof 
11 so hel p me God. 11 
"You will say I , announce your mme, and repeat after me. 11 
11 Do swear, 
11 that I wil l faitr..fully discbarg~ 
11 to the best of my abiliti es t he duties incumbent on me 
"as -------- Governor of the State of Ma ine 
11 according to the Constitution and Usages of the Office 
11 so h~i!lp me God. 11 
PROCLAMATION OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
11 The votes given i n on the ___________ (date) l ast in the seconda~ 
school s, the returns of which have been made to the office of the Secretary 
of State , having been examined and counted by the Legislature whi ch has 
declared tha.t a pl urality thereof \'tas given ------------' and 
that he is duly elected, and he , having in the presence of t he two branches 
of the Legislature in Convention assembl ed, taken and subsc ribed the oaths 
required by the Constitution t o qualify hi m to discharge his dut i es of that 
I 1_03 
office, I, therefore , declare and make known to a ll per sons in this state 
who are in the exercise of any public trust , as well as all good citizens 
thereof, t hat is Governor and Comrnander.;.in-Chief 
of the State of Maine, and t~~t due obedience should be render ed to all 
his acts and commands a s such. 
GOD SAVE THE STATE OF MAINE.II 
President : Ladies a nd Gentlemen of the Convention, the (student ) 
Governor of Maine. 
( (Student) Governor delivers his 
inaugural speech.) 
(The (Student) governor presents his sUest, 
(for current admini stration) Governor -------------
of l-taine who addresses the Convention .) 
President : I now have the pleasure of presenting t .o the Convent i on 
Honorable who represents the city of Augusta ( or 
distinguished preen or the Director of Student Legi slature m~ have 
announcements, etc .) 
President: The purposes for whi ch thi s Joint Convention was formed, 
having been accomplished , I now declare the Convention dissolved. 
The Senate will retire to its Chamber . 
(The Senate retires.) 
:1.04 
Inaugural Address of Gordon Milliken, Governor 
of Third Annual Student Legisla.ture . 1 
Mr . Secretary, Delegates to t he 1948 Student Legislature, and fr i ends , 
I want to express my sincerest gratitude to all of you who were instru-
mental in my election as Governor of the 1948 Student Legislatu re . The 
credit for my succees in the election should go to my campaign manager, 
Don Cookson. I want to commend the eleven other boys who aspired to this 
office . 
Being aware of t he fa.ct t:r..at the Governor ' s inaugura l address should 
cons ist pri marily of l egislative recommendations, I urge the follo\'ling 
a ctions in this seesi9n of Student Legislature . 
I t is obvious tv~t some step s must be t aken in the direction of more 
effici ent fi re pr evention and control, by this grouy this year . I n view 
of the fact that the ext ensive damage caused in this state by f irt'! in 
October 1947 was partly due to poor organization and distribution of our 
f i re fi ghting fe.cili ties . I r ecommend t hat action be t aken to centralize 
state fir e fighting aut hority . Secondly , I recommend that present laws 
restricting stat e activity in forest fi r e fighting be superceded by an 
act permitting state units to go into action upon r elease by the St a t e 
Forestry Commissioner . 
Another major quest ion facing us is, 11 i~hat shall we do about any J?O S -
sible revision of the present tax system here in the S·tate of Maine ?" Poll 
1copy of the Inaugural Address of Student Governor Gordon Milliken 
of Maine, December 4, 1948. 
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howe been taken. Surveys have been made and investigations have been 
conducted. In all c ases the only remaining solution ·~o the problem is a 
dre.stic revision of this -present-dey system. You can understand, as 
well as I, that in times like these in order to obtain more money on the 
same as sessed -property, the tax rate must be boosted. It ' s rather obvious 
t hat this isn ' t a satisfactory system. To a.void t his situation this year 
and in years to come, I recommend that the State Property Tax be a b::o.ndoned . 
To replace the income lost here, e~ to increase the overall revenue of the 
state, I recommend the adopt ion of a combined sal es-income tax. Thi s 
system, or one very similar ha.s been tried in many states and has proven 
highly satisfactory . You see in this way, the revenue of t re state would 
vary directly with the economic standards prevailing . If a person is 
making a good wage , 1~ s~~res a certain amount of his income with the 
state . Since the state needs more money in these times, the whole thing 
balances up . On the other hand , in lean years when wages and prices are 
lo w, the income of the state wi ll decrease accordingly . To smooth out 
the fluctuation , I recommend t hat the state hold back a fund during pros-
perous years to help carry over incidental expenses in more difficult 
times . 
To put our state among the leading states i n respect to public 
educational standards, I recommend that the State Department of Education 
be allotted a l a rger sum of money, and the present system of classification 
of Secondary schools be complet ely revamped. '!tlhen we realize that some of 
the schools of Maine which l ega.lly bea.r the title of Class A high schools 
could hardly be called schools, we can see that some action is imperative. 
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In view of the fact tr~t the present gubernatorial term of two years 
doesn1 t permit more than time to get an administra tion just started 
functioning efficiently, I recommend that the term of Governor be ext ended 
to four years . In summary , I recommend: 
That ~ecific action be t aken to prevent a recurrence of the October 
1947 fire disaster. 
Tha t the r e~uirement of local consent for state a ctivity in for e t 
fir e fighting be abandoned. 
That a combined Sal es-Inco me tax be levied in the ftate of Maine. 
That t be Sta t e Depar tment of Education be appropriated a larger sum 
of money . 
That the present system of classification of secondary scho ol s b 
completely r evamped . 
And now, before the Sergeant-a t-Arms requests t:r..at I l eave this 
Chamber, I want to ask you to make these fri endships made here today 
something tba.t will l a.st for a long, long time. Browse ?.round !'.nd meet 
some of the del egates from other schools, and in the f u ture, be it at a 
Debate, the Science Fair, ar athlet ic competition, l et's try to get t o-
gether , even i f it 1 s only long enough to say, 11 Hi. 11 
I thank you again for el ecting me your Governor. I hope you enjoy 
yourselves and learn something during your s hort visit to Augusta ! 
Advanced .Not ice to President of Senate 7 
In Senate 
President: The Senate will be in order. 
In order to save time, it will be assumed that the 
Bills to be considered b.f this Legislature have been 
referred to the proper Committees without action by the 
Senate or the House. 
President; Witi1out objection, the Chair presents Mr. ______ for the 
purpose of making announcements. 
(Recess to P.H.) 
President: The Chair understands that the Senator from 
---
Miss/Mr. moves that the Senate do now recess until __j_time) 
this afternoon. Is that the pleasure of the Senate? 
It is a vote. 
( __ {>..,;T=im;;;;;..;_e ).___ after Recess) 
President: The Senate will be in order. 
If there is no objection, and the Chair hears none, 
the Senate will take up at this time Reports of the Committees. 
The Secretary will read the Report. 
:lOS 
Note: This Advanced :N·o.ti.c.e is prepared to be a guide for the 
Secretary of the Senate. 
After the passage of the Senate Order, the Secretary of the 
Senate will be designated by the President to convey the message 
to the House. He will proceed to the House, escorted by the 
Sergeant-at-Arms. Just inside the door of the House, the message 
will be announced by the Sergeant-at-Arms as follows: 
11A Message from the Sena~e." 
They will then proceed to a point in the center isle opposite 
the rear row of seats, and the Secretary will deliver the following 
message: 
"1-Ir. Speaker, I am charged with a message from the Senate to the 
House of Representatives proposing a Joint Convention of both branches 
of the Legislature to be held forthwith in the Hall of the House for 
the purpose of administering to Honorable Student Governor-
elect the oaths necessary to qualify him to enter upon the discharge 
of his duties.n 
The Secrete.ry will remain until thanked by the Speaker and then 
returns to the Senate with the Sergeant-at-Arms. They will proceed 
to the Maine Seal in the Senate Carpet and the Secretary will report 
as follows: 
Secretary of the Senate Z 
"~lr. President, I have delivered the message with which I was 
charged.n 
The Secretary will remain until thanked by the President for 
delivering his message, and then proceed to his desk. 
Manual The Story of a Bill 1 
Petitions, Bills and Resolves must be presented by a member of the 
legislature. 
To be received in House any paper must be presented by a member 
of the House. 
To be received in Senate a paper must be presented by a Senator. 
Petitions, Bills, and Resolves are placed in hopper. In House 
they are removed by Clerk or Assistant Clerk. Committee on Reference 
of Bills consisting of the President Ex-Officio, and one Senator, and 
the Speaker Ex-Officio with two members from the House considers and 
suggests reference to a Committee. There are now 23 Joint Standing 
Committees with a few House Standing and Senate Standing Committees. 
These are given a paper number, recorded on an Advance Journal 
which is printed overnight and placed on the desk of each member before 
the day's session. 
They may be referred as suggested or by vote of the House and 
Senate, may be referred to another committee. 
All joint matters must be acted on by both the House and the 
Senate. 
After reference to a certain Committee is agreed upon and voted 
:11_1_ 
Manual The Story of a Bill 2 
by both branches, the House and Senate, each Committee receives bills, 
etc. Which are referred to it ank then advertized in daily papers 
throughout the State that hearin~s will be held on a certain day at a 
certain time in order that anyonb interested may have an opportunity to 
be heard by the Committee. 
People may speak for thems, lves on any matter before a Committee, 
but paid lobbyists must registe,with the Secretary of State that t hey 
are appearing and whom they rep1esent. 
After the hearing, the Conm~ttee then goes into executive session, 
excluding all but the Committee unless there may be someone they es-
pecially would like to question further. The Committee then voices 
its decision by filing with the branch in Which the petition, bill or 
resolve originated, a Report. f all agree on the Report to be made, 
I it is then a unanimous report signed by one member of the Committee. 
If a House Report, it must be st gned by a member of the House. If a 
Senate Report, it must be signer by a Senator. 
The Committee m~ not all agree and when the members do not all 
wish to sign the same report, i l is then a Divided Report. 
This may be a Majority and Minority Report (if the Committee is 
not evenly divided on question) or Report 11A11 and 11B11 when evenly 
divided. 
Manual The Story of a Bill 3 
The Report is then considered qy the branch of the Legislature, 
either the Senate or House, to which it is reported and if the Report 
is unanimous and unfavorable, ought not to pass, and accepted then 
sent to the other branch and accepted, the matter is dead and goes 
into the files. 
If the Report is favorable and accepted in both branches, the 
Bill or Resolve is then read. 
In the House a Bill is given three several readings, usually two 
readings one day and the third reading the next legislative day; a 
Resolve is given two several readings with one reading given one day 
and the second reading given on the successive legislative day. 
In the Senate a Bill and a Resolve are both given two several 
readings in like manner. 
Anywhere along the way, upon consideration, a matter may be tabled 
by a member of either branch, if there is some question regarding the 
subject matter. B.y vote of both branches any matter may be indefinitely 
postponed or referred to the next legislature. 
After having received the necessary readings in both branches, 
the Bills and Resolves are a=~nt to the Engrossing Department and the 
Committee on Engrossed Bills then sends them back to the House for 
further consideration in the form which is eventually to be signed 
:1:13 
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by the Speaker of the House, the President of the Senate and the 
Governor in order to become a law. 
All Bills and Resolves become a law 90 days after adjournment of 
the Legislature in the usual course, but an emergency requires a two-
thirds vote of the entire elected membership of both branches. A 
constitutional amendment requires a vote of two-~~irds of the members 
present and voting in both the House and Senate before going to the 
Governor for his signature. Emergencies become law when signed. 
The Governor has five days in which to sign Bills and Resolves. 
If he does not sign or return them to the Legislature in this time, 
they become a law without his signature. Should he return them to 
either branch with a veto message, after reconsideration, in order to 
pass, matters must receive a two-thirds vote of the members present. 
The question voted on is "Shall this Bill become a law notwithstanding 
the objections of the Governor?" or "Shall this Resolve be finally 
passed notwithstanding the objections of the Governor?" 1 
1 Prepared by Mrs. E. May Chapman, Assistant Clerk of the House of 
Representatives, State of Maine. 
Permission to use given to the author of this thesis at School of 
Education, Boston University, 1950-1951. 
1 :14 
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Sample 
Note : This form is used to report on an engrossed bill. 
IN HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES •••••••••••••• 
Read three times and passed to be enacted • 
. • • . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • Speaker 
IN SENATE ••••••••••••••• .•••• 
Read twice and passed to be enacted. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••President 
Approved ................. 
• • • • • • . • • • .• • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • Governor 
J.:15 
Introduction to Bills 
Bills 
The students learn by doing as theywrite their own bills. The 
writer as guest of the Rhode Island Student Legislature in 1948 and 
1950 noted that the students used the same bills that were under con-
sideration in the senior Legislature of Bhode Island. Although this 
method alerted the students to the current problems and interests of 
their state, the writer feels that the students did not have the sat-
isfaction of achievement that results from the experience of making 
their own bills. 
In preparation for Student Legislature in Maine and Massachusetts 
the students experience the "know how" of IDBlcing a bill and gain the 
added thrill of seeing some of their bills published. Student Legis-
lators~ of Maine consider the needs of a state with a population of 
910,456 ~d an area of 33,215 square miles. They must know the situ-
ation facing the state and What steps can be taken to improve the situ-
ation. They must question their proposed legislation for general 
interest and benefit, to the majority of the people of Maine as well 
as tl1e costs of legislation in proportion to the state's resources~ 
::f 1.6 
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Suggestions for Drawing of Bills 
"A bill is a policy written to guide the Executive Branch of Govern-
ment in the attempt to protect and improve the welfare of the people 
of the State. 11 1 
Since it is often difficult even for veteran legislators to frame 
bills the following suggestions for proper form for writing bills are 
helpful. 
1 Manual, Youth ~ Government Project, the Maine State Hi-Y 
Legislature, 1949, Young Men's Christian Association. 
Bills 3 
Note: These are suggestions for good bill drafting. 
1. The Title: Every law should include one subject. The subject 
should be expressed in the Title. 
2. The Enacting Clause: The Enacting Clause follows the Title. 
Every bill must begin: "Be it enacted by the People of the State of 
Maine as follows." See sample of bills on page 
3. The heading or caption of bills should be as follows: 
State of Maine 
In the Year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred and 
An Act-------------------
4. Body of the bill: The real substance of the bill follows 
the Enacting Clause. 
5. Bills should be brief and clear. 
6. No bill should be introduced which is unconstitutional. 
7. Bills providing the expenditures of money should also have the 
necess~ry appropriations and have the approval of the Committee on Appro-
priations and Financial Affairs. 
8. A bill must be drawn up similar to House or Senate documents. 
Copies of these may be obtained from the Document Clerk, State Legis-
lature, or from your nearest Senator or Representative. 
9. Limit your bill to 150 words. 
10. In amending any section now in force, the following form should 
be followed: First. Put in a headnote describing briefly the change 
:11_8 
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desired. Second. Use the following phraseology: "Section _ of Chapter 
_ of revised statutes is hereby amended to read as follows: 11 Third. 
Copy the section as it read before, with a lLTle drawn through the words 
you wish to remove and underlining any new words that you wish to insert. 
This will make it clear just how you wish to amend the law. 
11. If you wieh to insert a new section in a chapter, the follow-
ing wording is used: First. Headnote. Second. '~hapter ___ of the 
revised statutes is hereb,y amended by inserting therein a new section 
to be numbered section A.n Then insert the new section. If the 
section is to follow section 29, its number will be 29-A. If more than 
one section, use B, C. 
12. Whenever there are so many changes in a section that the 
crossing out and underlining would be more confusing than helpful, the 
old section should be repealed and a new one enacted, "to read as 
follows." 
13. Titles of acts and resolves should give, in so far as possible, 
a clear idea of the subject matter in as brief a compass as possible. 
References to sections amended should not be included in titles. 
:11.9 
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Directions to Schools Submitting Bills 
Submit your bills to _____________ {nrune of Director) which will 
be studied by a committee and a representative number of bills will 
be selected to be printed and actually debated and acted upon by the 
Student Senate and House of Representatives. Submit your bill on the 
official form. See page ~pe it, if possible exactly the way 
you want it presented. 
Become fully informed about the subject of your bill. If it is 
printed, you will probably want to appear before the committee to 
whi~~ it is sent and argue for its passage on the floor of the House 
or Senate. 
Bills 6 
Sample of a Bill proposed at First Junior Legislature, sponsored 
by the State Young Men' s Christian Association of Maine in 1943. 
Legislative Document No. 1 
Presented by - ----==-- of ------
State of Maine 
An Act Relating to Insurance Against Athletic Injuries 
Be it enacted by the People of th~ State of Maine, as 
follows: 
The State shall require all towns and cities to 
insure all students participating in authorized athletic 
training and contests against financial loss resulting from 
accident or injuries received as a result of participation in 
such authorized training and contests. ' 
I' 
I :t21_ 
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Copy of a Bill 
Student Legislature 
Legislative Document 
1947 
No. 16 
Presented by Philip Carroll Rockport, Maine 
State of Maine 
In ti1e Year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-eight 
An Act requiring a 2% sales tax on merchants' sales per. 
month. 
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine, as 
follows: 
A sales tax of 2% on all commodities except food, gas 
and fuel and articles already taxed in Maine. 
Section 1. A Sales Tax of 2% to be collected from 
gross receipts of merchant. 
Section 2. The merchant to pay the State on the first 
day of each month 2% of the total amount of now exempt sales. 
This bill was submitted in 1947 by a student of the writer's 
Problems of Democracy class in Rockport, Maine for consideration of 
the second annual Student Legislature. In 1950 the State of Maine 
Legislature enacted a Sales Tax of 2% on total sales per month by 
Maine merchants. 
Bills 8 
Sample of a Bill proposed at the Maine Student Legislature 
sponsored by the Social Studies Department of the Maine Teachers 
Association in 1950. 
Legislative Document No. 12 
State of Maine 
In the Year of our Lord nineteen hundred and fifty 
An Act to constitute in all secondar.y schools a compulsory · 
course in Social. Hygiene. 
Presented by Deering Hi~ School 
Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine, as 
follows: 
Section 1. A course to be called Social Hygiene shall 
be provided to all students in every public high school as 
credit for graduation. 
Section 2. The purpose of this course is to acquaint 
and enlighten the students as to the perplexities of social 
hygiene problems, and the necessity of a health measure in 
their daily lives, and the methods to be used in meeting 
these serious problems. 
Section 3. The State Board of Education shall set the 
qualifications for a teacher in every high school who is 
to teach social hygiene. 
Sect ion 4. Each local Board of Education shall be re-
quired to institute a course in social hygiene within three 
years from the enactment of this act into law, in order that 
local teachers may be trained to qualify the teaching of the 
above named course~ 
Section 5. This course shall be given to the students 
in Whatever year of high school the School Board determines 
best. 
This bill was passed in both the House and the Senate in the 
1950 Student Legislature. 
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Note: This is an advanced copy of all bills to be sent to schools 
participating in Student Legislature before the meeting in 
Augusta for study and discussion. 
The following legislation will be considered by you 
at the Student Legislature to be held at the 
State Capitol on (month} (day) 
(year). 
(List and text of bills) 
General directions to Student Legislators: 
You have the text of all these bills. Familiarize yourself with 
all the provisions, the pros and the cons. Plan to appear before one 
or more of the various committees and state your reasons for or ob-
jections to the bill under consideration. 
24 
Amend an Existing Law 
The Constit ution of kai ne states : 
Article I, section 2 
All power is inherent in the people ; all 
free gpvernments m·e founded in their authority 
and instituted for their benefit; they have there-
fore an inalienable and indefeasible right to 
institute government and to alter , reform, or 
to·cally change the same , when their safety and 
ha~piness require it . 
:125 
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General 
Note This information is for those \'tho \llish to draft a bill. 
I 
Row to Ante:rid. an Existing Law 
1 . In amending any section in force, the following form ehould 
be fol lo\'red : First, put i n a hee.dnote describing briefly the chc:mge 
desired. Second , use the following phraseology: "Section of 
chapter __ of the revised statutes is hereby amended to read as follo\v-s ; 11 
Third, copy the section as it read before, with a line drawn through the 
words you \1/'ish to remove and underlining an:y ne,.,. words t:b..at you wish to 
insert. 
2. If you wish to insert a new section in a chapt er , the following 
wording is used : First. Readnotl",. Second. Chapter __ of the revised 
statutes is hereby smended by inserting the r ein a new section to ~e n~ 
bered section A. Then i nsert the new section. If t:b~ section is 
to follow section 15, its number will be 15-A. If more than one section, 
use E., C., e tc. 
3. ~ihenever tl'..e:r. e are so many che.nges in a section that the crossing 
out and underlining would be more confusing than helpful , the old section 
should be repealed and a new one enacted 11 to read as follo\..rs. 11 
4. Titles of acts and resolves should give , in so far as possible, 
a clear idea of the subject in as brief a compass as possible . Refer-
ences to s ection amended should not be included in titles . 
I 
------·-
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Not e : This ie for the General Information of Student Legislators 
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Not e : This i s a suppl ement t o page ~ 
House 
, Note: This is for the general information of all Student Legislators. 
Motion to be made by a Representative. 
The Speaker will recognize the Representative and he will 
arise in his place and make the following motion: 
~1r. Speaker, I move that the House concur in the Proposal made . 
by the Senate for a Joint Convention to be held forthwith in the House 
and that a message be sent to the Senate advising that body of the 
Concurren9e of the House. 11 
I 
_128 
Note : This is a Senate order . 
In Joint Convention 
Ordered, that a Committee be appointed to wait upon the Hon. -------
Student Governor-elect and inform him that the two branches of the 
Legislature are in Convention assembled ready to administer to him 
the necessary oaths required to qualif.y him to enter upon the discharge 
of his duties and receive from him such communication as he may be 
pleased to make. 
:f29 
General Information 
J oint Session -
House 
Motion to be made by a Representative-elect. 
The Speaker will recognize ~~e Representative and he will arise 
in his place and make the following motion: 
"Hr. Speaker, I move that a message be sent to his 
Excellency the Governor, informing him that 
a quorum of tile Representatives-elect are present in 
the Hall of the House ready to take their oaths of office." 
The Speaker will put the motion, and after a vote is taken, the 
Speaker will designate you to convey the message to the ------- Governor. 
You will proceed to the center isle of the House and escorted b.7 the 
Sergeant-at-Arms, retire from the House, and deliver this message to 
the Student Governor: 
11Your Excellency, I am charged with a message from the 
House of Representatives that a quorum of the Representatives-
elect are present in the Hall of the House ready to take their 
oath of office." 
Having delivered the message, you will return to the Hall of the 
House still escorted by the Sergeant-at-Arms and stop half vay down 
the middle isle and report as follows: 
_·f30 
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"Mr. Speaker, I have delivered the message with which 
I vas charged." 
(Remain until thanked by the Speaker.) 
Ought to Pass Report 
(After Secretary r~s read Report) 
President : 11 The question before the Senate is ib.e acceptance of the 
Ought to Pass Report of the Committee on ------- 11 
(Debatable) 
President : "Is it the pleasure of the Senate to accept the report? 11 
"It is a vote . " 
(A~ vote m~ be t aken. If doubtful a division had, or at the desire of 
one-fifth of those present , a roll call taken) . 
President : 11First reading of the Bill 
(The Secretary beginning to read the Bill) 
President: 11 The Sena tor from ---·-----• Senator ------• moves 
that further reading of the bill be dispensed with . 11 
11 Is that the pleasure of the Senate? 11 
11 It is avote." 
President : 11 ifi\.B,t time does the Senate assign for the second reading of 
the bill ? 11 
"Tomorrow morning at 10 o ' clock. " 
:13i 
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"Second reading of a Bill." President : 
'I 
I (Reading dispeneed \'lith as before .~ 
President: "Thi s Bill ha:ving r..ad its tt'IO readings in the Senate , it is II 
now the pleasure of the Senate tbat it pass to be engros sed." 1 
"It is a vote. 11 
11 It will be sent down for concurrence. 11 
Note : The pro cedure in the Rouse is similar, except tr~t a bill is read 
three times . The second. reading is by title only, and at the time of 
the first reading unles s objected to . 
If the Committee reported "Ought to pass with Amendment , 11 the sf!.me 
procedur is used, except the amendment would be read and adopted after 
second reading. 
General 
Note: This is for the general information of all Student Legislators. 
President: 
Ought Not to Pass Report 
(After Secr etary; read! t he report) 
"The question before the Senate is the acceptance of the 
'Ought Not to Pass' report of the Committee on " 
President: 
President: 
(Debatable) 
"Is that the pleasure of the Senate?" 
"It is ·a vote.n 
(A motion to substitute the Bill for the Report 
is in order after an "Ought Not to Pass" report 
is read and before it is accepted•) 
(If a motion to substitute the Bill for the Report 
is made) 
"The Senator from Senator moves that the 
----- ------
Bill be substituted for the 'Ought Not to Pass Report.' 11 
(Subject to debate) 
President: 11The question before the Senate is the motion of the 
Senator from ____ Senator __ _ that the Bill be substituted 
for the Report." 
:13 3 
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Ought Not to Pass Report 2 
President: 11All those in favor will say 1J"es. 1 1 
"Those opposed will say, 'No.'" 
"The 'Yeses• appear to have it. The 1Yeses 1 have it. 
It is a vote. tt 
11First reading of a Bill." 
(Proceed with readings and passed to be engrossed as in "Ought 
to Pass" report.) 
:1 34 
General 
Note: This is for the general information of Student Legislators. 
Previous Question 
(TI1e previous question having been moved.) 
Speaker: "The Representative from _ _ _ Mr./Miss ___ moves 
the previous question. Under Rule 32 of the House rules, the 
consent of one-third of the members present is necessary for the 
Speaker to entertain the motion for the previous question. All 
those in favor of the Speaker entertaining the motion for the 
previous question will rise and stsnd in their places until the 
monitors have made and returned the count. 11 
Speaker: 
{The Count returned by monitors.) 
(If the Speaker is satisfied that more than a third 
have arisen.) 
"Obviously more than a third of the members present 
have arisen. The Speaker entertains the motion for the previous 
question ••• ·" 
or 
(If the Speaker is not satisfied that more than a third 
have arisen he will ask the monitors to return the number of members 
present. If it appears that more than a third have arisen, the Speaker 
will say) 
Speaker: "More than a third of the members present having arisen 
~1 35 
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the Speaker entertains the motion for the previous question. 
Speaker: 11The question now is 'Shall the main question be 
put now?'" 
This question is debatable so long as debate is limited to whether 
or not debate on the main question should be terminated at this time 
or permitted to continue. Merits of the main question before the 
House are not debatable when the question is 'shall the main question 
be put now?• 
The vote may be taken either by a viva voce vote or by a division. 
If a majority votes in favor of 'putting the main question now, debate 
is closed and the House will proceed to vote on any pending amendments 
and then upon the main question. 
- 36 
Committees 
Note: 
1. 
This information is of general interest to those on committees 
at the session of Student Legislation. 
Each committee will have assigned to assist them ____ __ 
teachers or resource persons. The student chairmen of the committee, 
secretary and members should feel free to call upon the resource person 
for advice and information. 
2. The Clerk of the House will deliver to the Committee Secretary 
the official copy of all bills which have been assigned to each committee. 
These copies must be returned to the Clerk along with a report or reports 
of the committees. Each member of the committee should have a copy of 
the bills to be considered. 
:137 
Note : This information is of interest to all committee me~bers. 
There exe ten members appointed to each committee . Three from the 
Senate and seven from the House. The present J oint Standing Committees 
in the State of r·1aine Legislature is e,s follows: 
Joint Standing Committees 
Agriculture 
Approprie.tions and Financial Affairs 
Business Legislation 
Claims 
Correctional I ns titutione 
Education 
Highways 
Inland Fisheries and Game 
Judiciary 
Labor · 
Legal Affair! 
Liquor Contro l 
Natural Resourcee 
Pu.blic Health 
Public Buildings and Parks 
Public Utilities 
Reference of Eills 
Sea am Shore Fisheries 
Taxation 
Town and Counties 
Transportation 
Veterans and Military Affairs 
\ielfare ·• 
For Student Legi slature it i s necessary to ~~ve only as many com~i ttee l 
as ne eded to cover the bills submitted . 
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____ __ _ _(Date) . ___ __________ (Name) Legisla ture 
A Student Legislature with eleven bills to consider found t hat they 
needed seven co~~ittees a s follows: 
Education Bills no . 4 and 6 
Transportation Bill 11 
Inland Fi sheries and Game Bill 
.5 
Taxation Bill 2 and 10 
Highways Bill 1 
Judiciary Bills 3, 7. 9 
Natural Resour ces Bill 8 
Committee Hearings on Proposed Legislation 
Note: This is for the general information of those who are interested 
in attending a Committee Hearing. 
Committee Hearing 
1. There shall be a committee hearing on every bill before it· 
is considered in Executive Committee Session. 
2. The Committee Chairman shall call the meeting to order and 
ask the Secretary to take the roll call. See page 
3. The Chairman shall determine the order in which bills will 
be considered. The Chairman will say: 
WWe are now ready to consider the bills. Will the 
Secretary please read the first bill." 
4. After the bill is read, the Chairman will say: 
"I now call upon the sponsor to state reasons why this 
bill should be acted upon favorably." 
5. After sponsor finishes the Chairman will say: 
11We will now allow _ minutes for any who wish to 
state reasons why this bill should not be acted upon 
favorably.n 
6. After time alloted to the negative side is up the Chairman 
_14.0 
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will say: 
"We will now allow minutes for any who wish to 
speak favorably on this bill." 
7. After each bill has been considered in this fashion the 
Chairman will say! 
11 ! now declare the committee hearing session closed." 
Rules of a Committee Hearing 
1. No person Shall be allowed to speak in the committee hearing 
session until he or she is recognized by the chairman. 
2. During the hearing committee mem'oors usually listen and make 
note of the arguments for and against the bill. They may ask questions, 
with the Chairman's permission. If they wish to speak on the bill they 
must ask permission of the Chair. 
3. Any citizen of the State interested in the proposed legisla-
tion is allowed to attend the hearing. Members of the legislature not 
on this particular committee are allowed to attend the hearing with the 
same rights and privileges as a citizen. 
Notes on Committee Hearings 
1. Committees hearing the testimony on any bill do not neces-
sarily need to know about the subject matter. 
2. The witnesses must educate and convince the Committee that 
Committee Hearings 3 
the bill is necessary for the good of all. 
3. The Committee sits, listens, asks questions and does not 
debate or argue with the witness. 
4. When evidence from both sides has been collected, the 
Committee clears the room, debates with itself, and votes. 
5. The report of the Committee is written, marked "Ought to 
Pass," "Ought Not to Pass," "Ought to Pass with Amendments" or 
"Ought to Pass in .New Dra,f.t . 11 . , 
6. The committee revises bills. 
7. A majori~ and minorit,r report may be submitted on every bill. 
8. The Student Legislature by vote shall determine which version 
of the .. bill will be accepted. 
J42 
Sample 
Not e : This form n~ be used as a report to the Director of Student 
Legi sl a.ture ~ 
FORM ON ~ICH C0~1ITTEE SECRETARY REPORTS C0~1ITTEE ACTION 
REPORT OF COl-U'4ITTEE ON --------------
REFERRING TO BILL NO. TITLE-----------
The committee wishes to report: 
1. A unanimous vote that bill should pass. or 
2. A unanimous vote that this bill ought not to pass. or 
3. A majority report of members voting favorably and a 
minority report of_ members voting bill ought not to 
pass. or in the reverse order, or 
4. A divided report of 5 members voting favorably and 5 
members voting ought not to pass. 
Signed 
-C-om_m_i_,t~t-e_e_S_ec_r_e_ta_ry __ 
J43 
Executive Committee Session 
Note: This information is for those members of Student Legislature who 
serve on an Executive Committee. 
1. The Committee has power to: 
a. Amend Bill in committee. 
b. Combine bills of similar intent. (Credit for bills 
combined should be given to all sponsors concerned} 
c. Report favorably on bill. 
d. Report that this bill ought not to pass. 
e. Or submit a majority and minority report or a 
divided report. 
f. Re~~rt ought t o paS$ in new draft . 
2. The Committee Chairman: 
a. Determines the order in which bills will be considered. 
b. Must recognize each committee member before he can 
speak. 
c. Takes part in the discussion. 
3. The Committee Secretary shall keep a record of the vote on 
each bill. See Exhibit on page 
4. The Chairman shall call the meeting to order. 
5. The Chair says: 
"We are now ready to consider bill No. ___ (and reads the title). 
6. The Chairman must recognize committee member before he or she 
speaks on the bill. 
7. When committee member feels sufficient time has been given to 
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the bill, he makes the motion as follows: 
"I move this bill be reported out of committee favorably." 
or 
"I move this bill ought not to pass.n 
8. If the vote is not unanimous then the committee must submit 
two reports to the legislature. .One the majority and one the minority 
or a divided report. 
9. Each bill is considered in the same fashion. 
10. When all bills have been considered the Chair says: 
"I now declare tl1is committee session adjourned." 
Not e : In the State of Mai ne Legisl ative commit tees, t~ co~~ittee only 
r ecommends amendment s. 
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Procedure in House Session Following 
Committee Meetings 
The Speaker says: 
11 I now declare the Student Legislature in session. 
It is the pleasure of the House to receive the reporh of 
the commi ttees •. 11 
11 \'iill the Clerk read the committee report on bill No. It 
11 You have heard the report oft he committee, what is 
your p l easure?" 
The first legislator to be recognized by tM Spe&.: er should make a 
motion . Each one should address the Cbai r, 11 Mr. Speaker or Madam Speaker . " 
The motion should be: 
IIMr. Speaker I move we accept the r eport of the commi ttee 11 
or (the majority report of the committee or the minority 
report). 
i'lhen question is under debate no motion shall be received but 
11 To adjourn ; to lay on table; for the previous question; 
to commit; to postpone to a day certain; to amend ; to 
postpone indefinitely. 
I 
/I 
I 
l 
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ll 
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Procedure in House Session 
Following Committee Meetings 2 
When motion for previous question is made , the consent of one-third 
of the members present shall be necessary to authorize the S:P'esker to 
entertain it. The previous question shall be submitted in the following 
words: 
11 Sball the main question be put now?" 
If one-fifth of those present desire a roll call on the previous 
question, the roll is called. 
The previous question in the House is in order at any stage in 
consideration of a bill. 
The same procedure shall be followed on all committee reports . 
I 
iJ 
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Note: This is a form used for an order in the House. 
Ordered, 
Name: 
Town: 
Form 0-4l-2M 
STATE .QI MAL~E 
In House 
-----------------
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~ Glossary 
Note: This information is of general interest to those preparing for 
Student Legislature. 
Glossa:cy of Terms Used in Student Legislature 
Action - An:y step of pa.rliamenta.ry procedure upon a proposed law. 
Advanced journal - A document prepared in e,dvance of a. session in the same ! 
form as a journal . In Student Legislature, the advanced journal in-
eludes l anguage used by the presiding officers. 
Adverse Calendar - A calendar on which bills are placed \·lhich have been 
reported unfavorably. 
Calendar - A list of bills ready f or consideration . 
Cbair - The presiding officer . 
Cloture - A rule for limiting debate. 
Concurrence - Both houses act in agreement. 
Document Number - Number on printed bills. 
Down - A matter is sent 11 down11 from the Senate to the House . 
Enacting Clause- Formal words necessary to enactment between the title 
body of a bill. 
Engross - To print in final form wi th amendments in proper places . 
First Floor - The house in which a given bill was introduced . 
Function of Legislature - To put into 'ltri ting the policy af the state. 
and II 
il 
Hearing- A discussion of the merits of a bill before a committee that sits 
and listens like & Grand Jur.7. 
House - House of Representatives . 
Lobbyi st - One hired to oppose or further enactment of bills. 
Orders of the Day - Matters assigned for consideration of the legislature . 
1 Paper Numbers - Numbers gi ven to bills when they are introduced. 
~~---··----=--
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Glossary 2 
Senate - The upper house. 
Special Orders - A calendar of bills selected for consideration ahead 
of other measures. 
Sine Die - Without date, final adjournment. 
Student Legislature - "An activity sponsored by the Social Studies 
Department of the Maine Teachers Association where students 
conduct a model Legislature" 1 and asswne the role of senior 
officers. 
Up - A matter is sent "up" from the House to the Senate. 
Tabling - A temporary procedure pending future action, as awaiting 
report of a reference committee. 
1 Thurlow, Clinton, "First Maine Legislature," New England Social 
Studies Bulletin, May, 1947. 
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